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The Rockery, where many interesting snapshots are taken
on Sunday afternoon

"he

Genu

Owen

Shields

Editor-in-chief

Herbert Boyd
Business Manager

Where music

is played the live-long day and students
gather to talk over their troubles at chapel time
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The

Gem

19 3 3
Published by the students of

TAYLOR
UNIVERSITY
Upland, Indiana

Sick! or Hall surrounded

by

its

leafy foliage
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ft

Where

students like to linger and study in the shade on
nice Spring days

"I think that

I

shall never see

A

poem

lovely

as a tree

u

.

.

.

Poems are made
iby fools like

me

But only God
can make a

tree.'

Taylor's campus, viewed from the east, showing the

Dormitory and Maytag Gymnasium

Dedication
To Mrs. Ella Magee, who has made
Taylor students, the
and unusual advantages

possible, for

superior
of

the

magnificent

Wisconsin-

Campbell-Magee Dormitory, which
her donations have provided.

Magee

Foreword
We
is

realize that the

Gem

of 1933

vastly different from any pre-

vious book.

made

No attempt has been

out any special
theme because we believe that our
school life is the only theme with
which we are concerned, and therefore we would ask you to consider

the art

to

carry

work as having only

decor-

ative purposes.

This has been an unusual year and
many handicaps.

we have faced

Every effort has been made to keep
within the limits of our budget and
avoid placing any unpaid expenses
on the school. This book represents our best efforts, and we present it to you without apologies.

Where youth meets youth
And cares are free.
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Swallow-Robin Hall, where men talk
pop corn parties.

politics

and have
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went to church
An organ played
Tall candles marched

I

In white parade

Around the altar
Through stained glass
I saw the king
Of battles pass.
Half afraid,
I could not say
"My Master"
In a quiet way.

And

I

who know

A simple God
Who puts brown

seeds

In rain-wet sod
Who stoops to hear

A small child's rhyme
Gone up in prayer
At candle time
Did not hear
The God I knew

Though I knelt
And wanted to.
I

went up
A windy

hill

When the dusk
Was blue and

still

And sat awhile
And watched

a star

Heaven wasn't
Very far.
I

I

sang no songs
I made no prayer
think God saw

me

Sitting there.

— Helen

The Post
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and Book Store where we receive our mail
and spend much of our money

Office

Welshimer.

Burt W. Ayres, A.

M., Ph. D.

Vice-President

Philosophy

Page Ten

Robert Lee Stuart, Ph.

B.,

D. D.

President

Page Eleven

J.

Arthur Howard,
Dean

Sociology
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A. M.

of College

Agnes Gerkin
Dean of Women

Willis Holiman, A. M.
Dean of Men
Education
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A. L. Bramlett, A. M., Ph. D.

J.

H. Furbay, A. M., Ph. D.

History

George Evans, A.

M., D. D.
Ancient Languages
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Biology

Mary

F. Jones, A.
Ancient Languages

M.

James W. Elliott,

A. M.

Susan

Spanish

George Fenstermacher, A. M.
German

LULA

B. Gibson, A.
French

F. CLINE, A.
English

M.

M.
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Olive

May

Draper, A. M.

Bush, A. M.
Chemistry

A. H. CORNWELL, A. M.

Irma Dare, A. M.
Home Economics

Economics and Physical Education
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C. 0.

Mathematics

A. L. Shute, A. M., B. D., Th. D.
Bible and Theology

IVA GlTILER, A. B.
Librarian

L. Nystrom, Ph. D.
Speech and Psychology

Clarence

Erwin W. Steucke, Mus.

B.

Voice
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Theodora Bothwell, Mus. M.

Sadie L. Miller

Piano and Organ

Piano

Where

countless

come and go

in

students

some

classes

which prepare

a never end-

them

to face

and conquer an

ing line to listen with inattentive

ears

lectures,
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to

monotonous

and to attend bore-

unconquerable

world

after

they have gone forth from
these friendly halls.

Senior Reminiscences
Four years have nearly elapsed
since we came to Taylor and the
Class of 1933 finds itself nearing

the end of

its college

years have meant

career. These

much

to us,

and

we think back over them we
know that they have added much.
We know, too, that as we leave we
as

will lose something that can never
be returned, and as we go our
hearts are filled with thoughts of

college

days,

and college friends,

things that will be left behind.

But

let

turn from melancholy

us

thoughts, and remind ourselves of

some of the pleasanter things that
have come to our lives. First of
all,

in

our

Freshmen

year

we

PRESIDENT
Freshman
Sophomore

Page Twenty

Harry

Griffiths

learned to wear green hats becom-

and then we followed in our
Sophomore year with greater
ingly,

laurels.

We

carried off the honors

in the track meet,

and came within

a breath of taking the basketball
trophy.
Last year the Junior-Senior Banquet crowned our stay at Taylor

and

this year, in addition to this

same event, we look toward Commencement and new life. But in
addition to pleasant events, and
pleasant thoughts these years have
given us pleasant dreams for the
future,

and we look with expectant

hearts towards the possibilities of
successful lives.

VICE-PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

Hoover Picklesimer

Audrey Ash

Dayton Musselman

Grace Hedley

Junior

Fred Vosfourg

Margery Kleinefeld

Senior

Lyle Thomas

Grace Hedley

Lois King
Olive

Tatem

Arlene Summers

CHAPLAIN

TREASURER

Stanley Boughton

Faith Birdsall

Hoover Picklesimer

Lyle Thomas

Kenneth Griswold

Stewart Weston

Harvey Fruth

Kenneth Griswold

Chester Lyle Thomas
Malvern, Pa.
Majors:

Philosophy

and

Psy-

chology.

Work: Ministry.

Life

Philalethean-Eurekan
President

Senior Class; President Prayer Band, 3; Treasurer

Echo

of Class, 2;

1

Staff, 4; Inter-

collegiate Debater, 4;

Baseball,

2-4; Track, 2-4; Basketball, 3, 4.

"Wise men give advice but tho
wiser receive

it."

Grace Lillian Hedley
Thamesford, Ontario
Major: English.

Work: Business.

Life

Philalethean-Soangetaha
President Philos, 4; Vice-Presiand 4; President

dent Class, 2
Soangetahas,

4; Chairman JunBanquet Committee,
Chairman Soangetaha Ban-

ior-Senior

9

3;

quet, 2; Glee Club, 3;

Gem

Staff,

3, 4.

"The stars

heavens fore-

in the

tell

A

cottage for two in the dell."

Arlene Summers
Lansing, Michigan

Major: History.

Work: Librarian.

Life

Thalonian-Soangetaha
President

Chairman

3

Soangetahas,
Thalo Censors,

4

Harvey

4

Fruth

Major: Biblical Literature

Club,

Life

3. 4.

"We

ask

four

woman, that

things

of

modesty in her forehead,
sweetness in her mouth and
labor in her hands."
P.

"If

same

Cedar Springs, Mich.

Life

Class Treas-

Gem

and

Chaplain,

3;

urer, 4; Sports Editor,

Echo,

3;

Class

Vice-President Athletic Association,
Baseball, 1-4; Track,
2;
1-4; Basketball, 2-4; Tennis, 1.
"Blessed be the man who, having

nothing to say, keeps

still."

known

loved

God,

the

of him."

and

Phil-

Work: Ministry.
Philalethean-Eurekan

Philalethean-Eurekan
4;

is

Majors: Psychology
osophy.

Work: Ministry.

President Philos,

any man

Stanley R. Boughton
New Castle, Pennsylvania

Griswold

Major: History.
Life

Philalethean

Chaplain Senior Class.

virtue dwell in her

Kenneth

Work: Ministry.

a

heart,

3

R.

Upland, Ind.

Class Secretary, 4; Echo Staff
3; French Club, 1, 2; History

President Student Council; President Holiness League, 4; President Eui-ekans, 3; Echo Staff,

Varsity Debater, 4; ChairSenior Gift Committee;
Class Basketball, 3 and 4.
"He who has a firm will molds
a world to himself."
2;

man
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Violet B. Anderson
Plymouth, Iowa
Major: English.

Work: Missionary Nurse.

Life

Philalethean-Soangetaha

Upper Iowa University.
Holiness League, Prayer Band.

"What sweet

delight

simple

a

life affords."

Warren Michael Bailey
Marion, Ind.

Majors: Biology and Chemistry.

1

Work: Teaching.

Life

Marion College.

"A

who does

fellow

not waste

his time."

Ray Brechbill
Grantham, Pa.
Major: English.

Work: Undecided.

Life

Philalethean

Grantham College
Holiness

League, Student Vol-

unteers.

"Repose

and

cheerfulness

are

9

the badges of a gentleman."

James Fording Davis
Little Valley, N. Y.

Major: Chemistry.
Life Work: Teaching.
Thalonian-Eulogonian

Fenn

College.

Basket
4;

ball, 1, 3, 4; Baseball, 3,

Track,

1, 3, 4.

"Too much study causes conof ideas."

flicts

Margaret Myrle Emmert
Donovan,

111.

3

Majors: English and History.

Work: Christian

Life

Service.

Philalethean-Soangetaha
State

Normal University, Normal,

Illinois.

President, Holiness League,

"Nothing too hard
All obstacles

to

4.

meet;

she defeats."

3
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William H. Engle
West

Milton, Ohio

Major: History.
Life

Work: Ministry.

Messiah Bible College.
Lindsey Wilson Junior College.
Association;
Ministerial
Prayer
Band;
Holiness League.
"The sut'est way not to fail is to determine
to succeed."

Wallace Milton Fritts

1

Erie, Pa.

Majors: Mathematics and Chemistry.
Life Work: Undecided.
Philalethean-Eurekan
Vice-President Philos, 4; Gem Staff, 2 and
3; Baseball,
Tennis, 2, 3,

1,

2, 3;

Basketball,

1, 2,

3;

4.

"Worry never made man
worry?"

great;

so

why

Harry George Griffiths
Fostoria, Ohio
Majors: English and Speech.

Life

9

Work: Lawyer.

Philalethean-Eurekan
President Freshman Class; President Philos,
3; President Eurekans, 3; Intercollegiate Debate, 1-4; "The Rock," 2; "Rip
Van Winkle," 3; Basketball, 3, 4; Baseball, 1-4.

"Anything he does, he does well
does most everything."

And he

Lucile Jones
Rockland, Wis.
Major: History.
Life Work: Y. W. C. A. Secretary.
Philalethean-Mnanka
President Philos, 4; President Mnankas, 4
Echo Staff, 2-4; Student Council, 3
French Club, 2-4; History Club, 4
Basketlball, 1-4.

"There

is

ability in

your

3

knowing how

to conceal

ability."

Margery May Kleinefeld
Chicago,
Major: Chemistry.
Life

Work:

111.

Dietetics.

Thalonian-Mnanka
Cornell College.
4; Mnanka President, 4;
Class Vice-President, 3; Thalo Censor
Board, 2-4; Echo Staff, 3; Mnanka Banquet Chairman, 3.
"Some think the world is made for fun and
frolic
and so do I!"

House Prseident,

—

3
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Ardath Kletzing

P.

Chicago, 111.
Major: English.
Life Work: Nurse.
Philalethean-Soangetahas
President Soangetahas, 4; Student Council,
3; Gem Staff, 3; Chairman Philo Censors, 3 and 4: "The Rock," 2; "Rip Van
Winkle," 3; Basketball, 3, 4.
"Anyway you take her you will find as I
have found
There is nothing in her lacking, she is true
and safe and sound."

Mabel

C. Kreie
Brownton, Minn.

1

Major: Biology.
Life Work: Teacher.
Thalonian-Soangetaha
Thalo Treasurer, 3; Dramatic Club, 3; Girls'
Glee Club, 3; Chorus, 1-4; French Club,
1,

2,

4;

Class Basketball, 1-3.

"She never troubles trouble
Till trouble troubles her."

Lois L.

Pugh

Montour, Idaho
Majors: Philosophy and Psychology.
Life

Work: Missionary.

Thalonian-Soangetaha
Albion Normal School.
President Taylor Missionary Society, 4;
Vice-President Thalos, 4;
President
Thalos, 4;
quet,

3;

9

Chairman Soangetaha Ban-

Student Volunteers, Holiness

League.

"Few

things

are

impossible

and

to

diligence

skill."

Betsy E. Ross
Espeyville, Pa.

Major: English.
Life Work: Teaching.
Philalethean-Soangetaha
Piesident French Club, 4; Secretary Philos.
3; Senior Rine Committee; Choral Society, 1, 2; Glee Club, 1-3.
"A meaningful smile will accomplish much."

3

Joe Severn
Lakewood, Ohio
Major: Mathematics.
Life

Work: Business
Philalethean-Eulogonian

Editor Senior Echo; Gem Staff, 2, 3.
"Sober, but not serious; quiet, but not idle."

3
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Roy

L.

Erin,

Smith

New York

Major: History.

Work: Ministry.

Life

Philalethean-Eulogonian
President Eulogonians, 2, 4; President History Club, 3; Intercollegiate Debate, 1-4.
"A debater who practices continually in
the halls."

Charles

1

F.

\

Smoyer

Converse, Ind.

Major: Bible.

Work: Ministry.

Life

Thalonian-Eulogonian
President Men's Ministerial Association, 4;
Holiness League.
"An honest man is the noblest work of God."

Cleophas Stanley Speake
Bareilly, U. P. India
Major: Sociology.
Life Work: Teaching.

Lucknow Christian College
Lucknow University
Purdue University.

9

"His philosophic mind has accumulated
much knowledge by extensive travel
and study."

Elizabeth Stuart
Upland, Ind.
Major: Chemistry.

Work:

Life

Dietetics.

Thalonian-Mnanka
Eldorado Junior College
President Thalos, 4; Girls' Glee Club, 2, 3;
Choral Society, 2-4.
"A musician and a blush make a charming
combination."

3

Ruth

E. Tabberer

Freeport, Mich.

Majors: English and Education.
Life Work: Teaching.

Thalonian-Mnanka
Western State Teachers College
President Mnankas, 4; Echo Staff, 3, 4;
Glee Club, 3; Chorus, 3, 4; French Club,
2-4.

"She

is

just the quiet type

whose virtues

never vary."

3
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Olive L. Tatem
Easfcford, Conn.
Major: Biology.
Life Work: Nurse.
Philalethean-Soangetaha
Chairman Soangetaha Banquet,

"An

4; Class
Secretary, 3; Echo Staff, 2, 3; Gem
Staff, 3; Orchestra, 1; Girls' Glee Club,
1-3; Class Basketball, 2, 3.
effort made for the happiness of others
lifts us above ourselves."

Nathan

L. Tyler
Oneida, New York
Major: Sociology.
Life Work: Missionary.

Thalonian-Eulogonian
Missionary Institute, Nyack.
President Thalos, 4; Basketball, 3,

1
4;

Base-

ball, 3, 4.

"From

the crown of his head to the sole of
his feet he is all mirth."

Frederick Vosburg
Fostoria, Ohio

Major: Sociology.
Life

Work: Ministry.
Philalethean-Eurekan

Class President, 3; President Men's Ministerial Association, 2; Editor Class Echo,
1; Student Council, 2; Editor Philalethean Standard, 2; Echo Staff, 2.

Stuart L. Weston
Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Majors: Philosophy and Psychology.
Life Work: Missionary.
Philalethean-Eulogonian
President Holiness League, 3; President
Student Volunteers, 4; Philo Treasurer,
2; Class Treasurer, 3; Gem Staff, 1, 2.
"I attend to cmy own business."

9

Earl

L. Winters
Greens Fork, Ind.

Majors: Sociology, Philosophy, Psychology.
Life

Work: Ministry.

Philalethean-Eulogonian.
Business Manager Echo, 4; Band, 3, 4; Orchestra, 1-4; Glee Club, 2-4; Track, 2, 3.
"There is more in that chap than ever the
best

man knew."

Marjorie Marie Yingling
Traverse City, Mich.
Majors: Sociology and History.
Life

Work:

3

Social Service.

Philalethean-Soangetaha
Chimes Rang," 3; Dramatic Club,
3; History Club, 3, 4; Intercollegiate
Debate, 3;' Orchestra, 1; Glee Club, 2, 3;
Choral Society, 1-4; Basketball, 1, 3, 4;

"Why

the

Baseball, 1-3.

"True worth

is

in

being and not seeming."

3
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Juniors

Have Prosperous Year

The Junior Class occupies a most

The dignity

of our group

was up-

We

held by the Junior-Senior banquet.

have lost the greenness of the
The frivolity of the
Freshmen.
Sophomore has been tempered into
And then to
a good jolly spirit.
climax it we have been in contact
with the dignity of the Seniors long
enough to gain a degree of poise.

The Seniors started out not knowing whither they were going, but

enviable position in the school.

they soon found themselves in the
Spencer Hotel in Marion, where all
enjoyed a banquet which even surpassed the expectations of the
Juniors.

Under the leadership of our President, Marvin Schilling, we feel that

Taylor,

we have been

with

loyal Juniors

during

the past year.

many

of these never-to-be-

times

sleigh ride after
sor, Dr.

we

pleasant hours in fun

One

making.
forgotten

Furbay,

life.

of the class

Sandwiches and coffee never

PRESIDENT

attributed to the Fri-

we are happy, for
has achieved success;
many of the members have held
important offices. As we look forward we expect to do even greater
things next year as Seniors.
our group

tasted better

of

of the success

services.

which our sponus convert the

is

sprinkling

Much

day noon prayer and fellowship

As we

let

flavoured our class diet

generous

was the merry

biology laboratory into a recreation
hall.

we

a

spiritual

In keeping with our jolly spirit

spent

In keeping with the true spirit of

look back

VICE-PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

Freshman
Sophomore

Robert Titus

Don Kenyon

Helen Heaton

Bernard Coldiron

Park Anderson

Hazel Simons

Junior

Marvin Schilling

Miriam Pugh

Winifred Brown

CHAPLAIN

TREASURER

Ferdinand Derk

John Llewellyn

Herbert Boyd

Mason Buckner
Herbert Boyd

Park Anderson
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MARVIN SCHILLING
'They that govern the most make the least noise.

MIRIAM PUGH
"A

flash of color against the sky."

WINIFRED BROWN
"As merry as the day

is

long."

HERBERT BOYD
"What can he not do?"

PARK ANDERSON
'To

him who watches everything

is

revealed.

OLIVER DRAKE
"Abolish fun and

Is

Likes

I

exist no more."

Dislikes

Will Be

Schilling

genial

kings

Greek

minister

Pugh

tall

baseball

oysters

opera singer

Brown

willing

position

opposition

useful

Boyd

conceited

an athlete

curly hair

time will

Anderson

busy

keys

gossip

evangelist

Drake

lanky

fords

studying

cowboy

Page Twenty-eight

tell

PAUL BADE
would keep better hours if I were a boy again,
that is, I would go to bed earlier than most boys do."
"I

ROBERTA BENNETT
"I

have no other but a woman's reason."

LESTER BRUNNER
"Let us then be up and doing."

LYLE CASE
"In quietness and confidence shall be thy strength."

CHARLES CLIFTON
"For the most part

his

work

is

hidden."

BERNARD COLDIRON
and all things show
thought so once, and now I know
"Life's a jest

I

it

it."

CRAIG CUBBISON
"It is pleasant, of course, to see one's

name

in print."

ELLA MAE DAVIS
"A good

heart

is

better than all the

heads in the

world."

Likes

Is

Dislikes

Will Be

Bade

important

midnight walks

cleaning

biologist

Bennett

eccentric

men

conventionality

organist

Brunner

smitten

bookkeeper

German

piano mover

Case

married

home-cooking

stuffy

Clifton

perservering

English

idleness

pastor

Coldiron

childish

questions

P. 0. laggards

a mystery

Cubbison

comical

to

Davis

ticklish

clothes

mimic

rooms

manager

concentration

auctioneer

bugs

house mother

Page Twenty-nine

ISADORA DEICH
"Calm, uncuffed, as a summer sea."

ROBERT DENNIS
"It is best to love wisely, no doubt; but to love fool-

ishly

is

better than not to be able to love at all."

JOHN ENGLISH
"His heart

is

not his own."

MARY FURBAY
"She sings as sweetly as a nightingale."

"Greater

JOSEPH GATES
I may have been

men than

doubt

created, but I

it."

EMMIE GAYDEN
'Variety

is

the

spice

of

life.

Here's

one variety."

ISA BELLE GILBERT
"Gone, but not forgotten."

HELEN GILMORE
'She always

knows

it,

and furthermore she knows

she knows

Is

Page Thirty

Likes

Dislikes

it."

Will Be

Deich

good sport

chapel

short fellows

nurse

Dennis

vain

neckties

eggs

Tibbett

English

disjointed

moustaches

deans

chemist

II

women

Furbay

a nurse

tall

rumble seats

dean of

Gates

unselfish

alibies

deceit

bishop

Gayden

skinny

to yell

frilly clothes

happy

Gilbert

French

pressing

locked doors

married

Gilmore

tanned

logic

monitors

specialist

fellows

(

?

ELIZA GOULD
"Let her

own work

praise her."

MINA HERMAN
"Studious of ease, and found of humble things."

IVAN HODGES
"He maketh sounds with a musical instrument."

HELEN HOGAN
"And when a man's in the case
You know all other things give place."

DONNIS HORINE
'Matrimony

—the

high sea for which
has yet been invented."

no

compass

ARTHUR HOWARD
"An

athlete and a gentleman."

DONALD KENYON
"You cannot plan the future by the

past."

ATHALIA KOCH
"She

floats

about on the river of his thoughts."

Is

Likes

Will Be

Dislikes

Gould

nervous

to study

responsibility

thin

Herman

school nurse

efficiency

high heels

spinster

Hodges

thoughtful

guitars

examinations

henpecked

Hogan

fat

"kenny"

slow-pokes

head waitress

Horine

short

elopements

administrators

cook

Howard

independent

basketball

girls

coach

Kenyon

in love

Gilbert's Choc.

lamps

bald

Koch

sedate

ministers

harmony

housewife

Page Thirty-one

PAUL LEWIS
'The waters that are stillest are also the deepest.'

LOUISE LONGNECKER
I may not

"There are things of which

€MM

speak."

ALICE LOVIN
'Ripe

wisdom was

in

but patient and quiet.

she.

WALTER MARTIN
'He

is

a wise

man who

speaks but

little."

JOHN McCREERY
"Hold the

fort!

I

am

coming."

ILENE NIEBEL
"The world

is

sweeter for her being here."

HEDDIE OLSON
?w»

'Look you,

I

am most

with

concerned

my own

interests."

MATILDA SALLAZ
"Another of her fashion we have not."

Is

Lewis

Dislikes

Will Be

cars

registrars

band mastei
secretary

Longnecker

conscientious

cookies

practical jokes

Lovin

sweet

speech

logic

libi'arian

conductor

Martin

likable

eating

discords

McCreery

odd

adopted aunts

waiting

electrician

Neibel

waitress

noise

neatness

a dutchman

Olson

sharp

coats

poor grades

boss

history

idleness

teacher

Sallaz
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trumpeter

Likes

industrious

WILLIAM SCHERMERHORN
"Ask me

if

I

can refrain from love."

FRANCES SCOTT
"The stars of midnight

shall be dear to her."

OWEN SHIELDS
'And when

he arose to speak even the
stopped rattling to listen."

windows

BENJAMIN SMITH
"There

is

always room for a

man

of force."

ROBERT TITUS
'Ye Gods! Annihilate but space and time and

make

two lovers happy."

ROWENA WALKER
"Always a friend

to those

who know

her."

PERCIVAL WESCHE
"Love and you shall be loved."

DORIS WILSON
'She

always does her duty,

no

matter what

the

taste."

JOHN WISKEMAN
—good Goods! How

'Then he will talk

Is

he will talk."

Likes

Dislikes

Will Be

Schermerhorn

impatient

to be host

washing

Scott

poet

to study

cosmetics

writer

Shields

editor

secretaries

drawn shad es

politician

work

dis hes

musician

Smith

chemist

lab.

inactivity

"prof"

Titus

lonely

rice

distances

singer

Walker

studious

education

snakes

beauty specialist

Wesche

a puzzle

blondes

washing

important

Wilson

snoopy

open house

rugs

detective

Wiskeman

windy

uncles

statistics

prize fighter
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Sophomore
Officers
President

Harrison Dawes
Vice-President
Ralph Findley
Secretary
Olive Severn
Treasurer

Lauren York
Chaplain
Russell Christler

Sophomores
Favorite Song
Carolina Moon
Sweet Adeline

They Can
Found
With Caroline
In his Ford

Abie's Irish Rose

On

Where

Name

Type

Abbey

Shiek
Bishop
Bashful
Quiet
Chess
Independent
Uncle Josh
Queen Esther
Scotch
Business

Allee

Bastian
Bell

Bishop
Boyle

Brewington
Bright

Campbell

the track
Library
Gospel team
Tip-Toe Through the Tulips Signed out
The Old Oaken Bucket
Hartford City
Brighten the Corner
Reading McCall's

Dem Bells
Bells of St. Mary's

Ring

Just

As

I

Am

Most anywhere

Canary

Song
Aida

Cripe

Gossip

Tell It

Crombie

To a Skylark

Love's Old Sweet Song

Dawes

Ax

At home

Findley

Grecian
Reserved
Medical

The Fight Is On
Melody of Love
Remembering

On Wisconsin
Carry Me Back

Zoo Lab

Christler
Coby, R.

Fox
Herrmann
Jacobs, Russ
Jacobs, Bob

Johnson
Joshua
Kendall
Kruschwitz
Lewis, M. L.
Lewis R.
Lockridge

Long
Matthews
McClelland
Miller,

C.

to grind

Influential

Paderewski
Paul Revere
Gold Digger

Happy
Barefoot Boy

Kate Smith
Babe Ruth
Studious

Tarzan
Innocent
Rubinoff
Chronic

Pascoe

Spurgeon

Pelley

Giggles
Hercules

Persons
Pittman
Sears
Severn, 0.
Smith, M.
Stuart, C.

Tooley

Walhof
Weaver
York
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Barber shop
Abbey's
Music Hall
Dean's office

of the Scissors

To

A

Friend

Out walking
Roller skating

On

to Virginia
Indiana Moon
Grace, Wonderful Grace

the

way

to P. O.

Playing piano
Dining hall
Westminister

Do Something

Typing
Mighty Like A Rose
Listen to the Mocking Bird Wheeling cart
Mary Lou
With Olive
In his room
St. Louis Blues
Tinperari
Studying
Beautiful Ohio
With quartet
Bush's
In Old New York
Help Me Brother
Monday, And I Haven't
Back to Jersey
Betty Co-ed
Whistler and His Dog

Making

A

$

noise
Bicycling

Book store
On campus
With Wiggins

Dominating

Boots, Boots, Boots

Boots

Sociable

Vagabond Lover

Lunch room

Helpful
Clucking
Grafter
Hoosier

Home Sweet Home

Waving

Humoresque
Just an Echo Yoo-hoo

Gathering eggs

Sensible

Persevering
Russian

Be

hair

DuckwalPs

Wabash Blues
At Dawning
I Would Be True

Ayres'
Cleaning parlors

Venetian Love Song

Kitchen

Echo

office

FIRST

ROW

Abbey, Allee, Bastian, Bell, Bishop,
Boyle, Brewington

SECOND ROW
Bright, Campbell, Coby, R.; Cripe,

Crombie, Fox, Herrmann, G.

THIRD ROW
Jacobs,

Jacobs, R.; Johnson,
Joshua, Kendall, Kruschwitz,
Lewis, M.
B.;

FOURTH ROW
Lewis, R.; Lockridge, Long, Matthews, McClelland, Miller, C;
Pascoe, Pelley

FIFTH

ROW

Persons, Pittman, Sears, Smith, M.
Stuart, Tooley, Walhof,

Weaver

Sophomore Class

Is

Victorious In Athletics

The Freshman class that entered Taylor in the fall of '31 was known
on the campus as the "great green wave" because it was the largest class
in the history of the school. Since that
ential in the activities of the school.

time

we have made

the class influ-

As Freshmen we

did riot feel ashamed of our green apparel, but strove
a place of prominence on the campus. How well we succeeded
could be attested by the envious looks of the upper classmen following the
class basketball series in which we won every game. This year we did the
unusual by again capturing the series in three straight games, thus making
one of the best records of any class in recent years.
to give

it

As Sophomores, under the efficient leadership of our president, Harrison Dawes, we have made much progress. Not only have we been outstanding as a class in athletics, but we have taken a prominent part in other
campus activities as well. The Sophomore contest Echo placed third in
the school rating, although it was only thirty points below the winning
paper, which was exceptionally high, and this shows the high quality of
the Sophomore paper. The Easter breakfast provided an impressive program, an ample menu, and altogether was one of the best breakfasts ever
served.

As we look to the future we anxiously anticipate the new honors and
achievements which will be ours as Juniors. Much of our progress has
been due to our able and willing sponsor, Professor Cornwell, who has entered whole-heartedly into all of the interests and activities of the class.
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Freshmen Officers

PRESIDENT
Herbert Ayres

VICE-PRESIDENT
Wesley Thomas

SECRETARY
Frances

Grace

TREASURER
Benton Sneary

CHAPLAIN
George Manley

Freshmen
Name

Nickname

Allen

Sleepy

Alvord
Ayres
Beckrink

"Bob"
"Herb"
Crimson
Johnny

Betzold
Bickel

"Bic"
Flat Foot

Bowman, Reva
Bowman, Russell Russ
"Ken"
Bramlett

Hobby
Sweeping
Leading a simple
Being popular

Wants
life

to be

Cautious
Successful
Attorney general

Blushing

Suffragette

Trumpeting
Dolling up
Going to school
Working

Traffic

Cop
Vampire
Minister's wife

Most anything

Loafing

Socialist

Flirting

Actress

Groom

Ada

Kidding
Being pleasant
Keeping busy
Hasn't any
Living
Being neat
Talking on Telephone
Chasing rainbows
Shooting baskets
Silence

Inconspicuous

Studying
Trying to sing
Being quiet

Teacher

Grile

Slow Poke
Curly Locks
"Noisy"
"Virg"

Henton
Herrmann, E.

Delia
Princess

Jensen

"Jenny"

Kellar

"Marg"

Bratsehi
Brothers
Carlin

Chappell
Cline

Coby, L.

Cormican
Curry
Davies
Drake, A.
English, C.

Evans
Grace

"Bratsehi"
"Joe"

"Mary"
"Van"
Spit Curl
"Sis"
-jucy

"Jim"
Cupid

Having dates
Helping people
Being sick
Powdering
Being absent

Ladd
Manley

"Ced"

Miller, P.
Phillips

"Phil"

Massaging
Wild woman

"Fran"
Golden Locks
Pokey

Getting snaps
Talking little
Bootblack

Shaw

Emelv
"Ev"

Amusing

Sneary

"Ben"

Stansberry
Stokes

"Lil"

Porter
Rice
Shaffer

Trickett

White, M.

Wick

Georgie

"Cellophane"
"Gertie"
"Mars:"

Primping
herself

Breathing
Giggling
Saying nothing
Talking
Comlbing her hair

Art
Chuck
Sunny Boy

Working

Wiggins
Witner
Yingling

Friday

Day dreaming
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Chauffeuring
Grinning

at a

wedding

Dairy maid
Great
A good girl
Popular

Dressmaker
Wife
Society belle

Thin

Happy
Waitress
Chorus Girl

Always agreeable
School marm
Short and fat

Contented

Head Usher
Innocent
Singer
Agreeable

Frog farmer
Hair dresser
Modiste

Cowpuncher
Clerk

Flag pole

sitter

Pleasant
Editor
Reporter
Man of the law

husband
Radio announcer
Ideal

Will
FIRST
Allen,

Alvord,

ROW

Beckrink,

Betzold,

Bowman, Reva; Bowman,

Bickle,

Russ.

SECOND ROW
Bramlett, Bratschi, Brothers, Carlin, Chappell, Cline, Coby, L.

PEP*"'

THIRD ROW
Cormican, Curry, Davies, Drake,
English, C; Evans, Grile

I.;

FOURTH ROW
Herrmann,

Henton,

Ladd,

Kellar,

E.;

Jensen,

P;

Phillips

Miller,

FIFTH

ROW

Porter, Rice, Ripley, Shaffer, Shaw,

Stansberry, Stokes

SIXTH

ROW

White, M.; Wick, Wiggins, Witner, Yingling

Triekett,

Freshmen Undergo

c\
Many

Transformations

The autumn of 1932 found upon Taylor's campus a group of fifty eager
Freshmen assembled from over a wide area. Representatives came from
the backwoods of upstate New York and the mosquito-infested swamp land
of New Jersey, from the rolling plains of the Middle-West, and from the
Himalayas.
confusion reigned amidst the activities of Freshman Day,
registration receptions, dining hall regulations, and the Junior Rules committee. But out of chaos there finally came a semblance of order. A few
were early victims of the English entrance examinations while others fell
before the more subtle attack of Dan Cupid.
The Freshman Contest Echo, although receiving last place in the standing, was well above the corresponding paper of former years. Hard hit by
ineligibility, the Freshman boys' basketball team lost all three games in the
inter-class series, but the girls were somewhat more fortunate, losing the
championship to the Juniors by only a few points.
During the year much progress has been made. There has been a good
class spirit displayed, and everyone has cooperated whole-heartedly in all
the activities of the class. The all-school April Fool's party, which was
staged by the Freshmen, was one of the best events of its kind held on the
foothills of the

At

first

,

campus.
There is still a question in the minds of many of the Freshmen as to
whether or not four short years will actually transform them into sauve,
blase, sophisticated seniors, but off to an auspicious start under the able
leadership and guidance of its president, Herbert Ayres, and its sponsor,
Dean Holiman, the Class of '36 is destined to become a group of which Taylor

may

well be proud.
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.-V

\^Wm

Boutelle

;-

Buckner

,n

I

Bush
Case, Ida

Cookingham

tjMii

Irwin, E.

Phipps

Poorman

B

Redinger

N
I

•*
,

K ^c na

ii
The

Vanderlan

Vandervort
White, Ida

Special Class

one class on Taylor's campus which does not receive much
when it comes to interclass contests and games.
This class has been termed the "fifth wheel," but it is often the "fifth
wheel" that saves the day. While it is quite true that the class is an assembled piece of work and that a great many jokes have been circulated
about this group of students, yet they are a .jolly conglomeration about
whom it has been truly said, "They are with us always." Another thing
to remember about a Special is that a Frosh is generally a Soph next, and
a Junior usually a Senior, yet no one ever knows just what a Special will
be next.

There

in the

way

is

of recognition

Since this class is made up of those not following the regular courses
of study, those not having enough credits to become Freshmen, and visitors,
it is termed the Special Class.
Its members are interested largely in music,
art, and literature.
These pursuits have led them into channels outside
the regular classes, but no matter where their interest lies nor what their
highest ambition is, they always find shelter in the "Special" section.
In past years the Special Class has organized, selected class colors and
an emblem and displayed as much class enthusiasm as any of the other
classes. On several occasions they have published a class contest edition of
the Echo and in these and many other ways they have made the class very
influential on the campus.

The class is small, and for this reason did not organize during the current year as has been the custom in the past. Many of its members have
been accepted by the other classes as honorary members and thus they are
enabled to receive the benefits of the class life and activities which mean so
much to the college student. However, in spite of the present state of
affairs, the Special Class cannot be counted out, for it is a tradition of long
standing that the Special Class is always with us, and if in a few more
years its members become more plentiful, you may rest assured that it will
again organize and become once more an influential factor on the campus.
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To

Philos Resolve

Present

More Literary Programs
It is

quite generally agreed that an in-

terval of time filled with

rapidly, but
it

seems to

many

events passes

when looked back upon as history
have gone slowly. The past year

of Philalethean activities

is

no exception to

this rule.

The Society Days this year were slightly
from former ones. In keeping with

altered

the

"New

Deal," instead of putting on a Philo

Pep chapel, the regular chapel hour was observed in true Society
streamers, and

Day custom.
signs

nants,

Shave

style left

Pena-la-Burma

in any one's mind
was king for a day.

no doubt

that the blue and white

The initial program of the Philaletheans,
"The Japanese Nightingale" climaxed the
day and everyone retired to gain a few winks
before the fray of Rush Day commenced.
the smoke of Rush Day had clearthe Philos found thirty-four of the
sixty-one new students had chosen to wear the blue and white as their
society colors. Hallowe'en proved to be the date when these were initiated
by the annual Philo hay ride. This year Matthews was the destination
where the Philo Carnival was attended. The new members completed their
initiation when they made their debut in a program depicting the events of
a day in Mother Goose's school-room. The Thalonian and Philalethean Literary Societies combined their efforts and gave the school a real treat when
they presented Professor Charles Hansen, the blind organist, in a recital on
February seventeenth. A second treat equally as great was offered by the
Philos when Barton Rees Pogue was presented in a recital of his poetry,
assisted by the Philo Men's trio. In looking back over these events we can
see why the time slipped by so rapidly and the year has gone before we

When

ed

realized

away

it.

The sports events do not appear so cheerful to the Philos
but in their defeat the Philos had a good opportunity to show
that one can be a good loser as well as a good winner. The
Philo men lost three consecutive basketball games to the Thalo
men. The women won the first game of their series but lost
the next three, thus surrendering the series. At present Spring
training for track is opening and every one is awaiting the
results of Field Day, in the meantime the days are rapidly
slipping by and soon we will be looking back upon the present
as a history of pleasant events we should like to re-experience.
Both societies seem to have realized that not enough attention has been given to literary programs, and this year they
have made real efforts to right this wrong.
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Thalos Plan

New

To

Draft

Constitution

The "Thalonian Spirit" has carried the
wearers of the orange and black through
1932-1933 successfully. Motivated by an unusual rush clay the Thalos have held high the
standards of programs, athletics, and literary
contests. A pageant of "Annus Thalonis"
was the initial program. This was followed
by a new student program which displayed
unusual originality and talent. The traditional masquerade party with its witches
and pumpkin pie was enjoyed by the society.

arisen

The Christmas pageant, "The Holy Grail,"
was presented again at Christmas, and the
beauty, excellence, and dignity of the pageant
grippingly
was
impressionistic.
This
pageant has become so popular that its pro-

now an annual

This year
churches in
neighboring towns requested that it be presented for them. These requests were granted
whenever possible, and in every case an enthusiastic reception awaited the
duction

is

interest

was

so keen that

members

event.

many

of the cast.

The Philos with the Thalos presented in recital, Professor Hansen, the
blind organist of Indianapolis, who loves and is loved in return by students
of Taylor University.

The athletic contests were enjoyed this year, and a fine spirit of
sportmanship was displayed. It was the good fortune of the Thalos to capture both the men's and women's trophies in basketball. But the Thalonian
Literary Society is not an athletic association, as was demonstrated by the
fine literary programs which it offered throughout the year. In the Spring
term the annual literary contest will be held, and each year there is nearly
as much interest and rivalry between the two societies in this as there is in
athletics. It appears at this time that the events are pretty evenly divided,
and it is not safe to venture a prophecy as to which society
will take the honors.

HHHwgH3§£fKl|
|

A

great deal of progress has been made by both societies
There has been a friendly feeling which was displayed on Rush Day, on the basketball court, and on the baseball field. Perhaps one of the greatest accomplishments of the
year was the appointment of a committee to draft a constitution.
Certain other reform measures were adopted, such as
having the officers serve throughout the entire year, and the
adoption of a resolution that the Soceity should give a least
three literary programs each term. Thus it appears that the
Literary Societies at Taylor are about to taken on new life
and once more assume the place of prominence which they formerly filled on the campus.
this year.
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Eulogonians Produce

Many

Instructive

Programs
Founded for the purpose of fostering active participation in public
speaking, thereby developing
poise, confidence, and broadness of
mind, the Eulogonian Debating
Club has proved itself a valuable
factor
in
securing
a
liberal

education.

Acting in conjunction with the
fellow society, the Eureka Debating Club, the Eulongonian Club
sponsored an all-school frolic at
the first of the year, uniting the
student body in a solid band of
friendship. Twice during the year
the two clubs clashed in the struggle for the inter-club banner.
For an hour each Saturday night
the Club members embarrass themselves in extemporaneous speeches,
put the Club to sleep with stirring
debates, or lose themselves in parliamentary

drill.

During the current year the Club
has experienced some difficulty in
convincing its members that world
problems can not be solved without
earnest attention.
In fairness to our fellow club we record
the lamentable fact that the fall
debate was lost, solely because the
judges could not be convinced of
the necessity for the international

their

cancellation of war debts.
onlv can show their mistake.

Professor

Nystrom

By The

Selected

As

Club Sponsor

Strong-Hearted Maidens

Many
last June leaving only eighteen
to start off this year's activities.
As is the custom of the club an informal
out-of-doors reception was given early in the Fall term in honor of the new girls. When
the day came for them to make their choice of clubs, sixteen of them decided in favor
of the Soangetahas.
It was also necessary to select a new club sponsor at the beginning of the year.
Professor Greer, who had acted in that capacity for the last three years, did not return.
The Soangetahas felt themselves very fortunate when Professor Nystrom accepted the
position. The privilege of honorary membership was extended to Mrs. Nystrom as she
has always been interested in debating.
The Soangetahas believe in a well-balanced program of activities. In view of this
fact, various social affairs, distinct from debates and parliamentary procedure, were
engaged in throughout the year. Thus, the social event following the reception for
the new girls was a Christmas party, which was a source of much pleasure and amusement to those who attended this function. Then, of course, in the Spring, the joint,
formal banquet with their sister club, the Mnankas, will long be remembered by every
Soangetaha. Everyone present expressed himself as well pleased with the delightful
banqut which was served in Hartford City.
Though the annual debate between the Soangetaha and Mnanka Debating Clubs
was abandoned for this year. The deviation from customary practice will not be a permanent feature, and as we view the activities of the past year we feel that the club has
made much progress and materially strengthened its position among the permanent
organizations of Taylor's Campus.
of the "Strong Hearted Maidens" graduated

members
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Time

Mnankas Enjoy
Year Of Progress
The Mnanka Debating Club was
organized October
parlors

of

7,

1921,

Swallow

the

in

the

Roibin

Dormitory.
This year was started with a formal tea given for the new girls,
in the parlors

of

the Campbell-

Magee Dormitory. Following this,
week later, the new girls were
taken into full membership of the
Mnankas by Dr. Ayres, the club

a

sponsor.

The Banner, "Weaver of Knowledge," has been lifted high by the
club's accomplishments as well as
in curricular activities.
During the club hours on Saturday evenings, timid Mnankas have
forgotten that scared, stiff sensation and stepped out into the presence of sister Mnankas to make
names for themselves in the line of
public appearance.
The ability to
think fast and act with grace and
ease in public has been developed
this year. The club hours are spent
in three different types of training: debating, parliamentary drill,

and extemporaneous speech.
There has been a good wholesome
rivalry existing between the two
clubs, the Mnankas and the Soangetahas.
They agreed to join
forces
in
their
annual Spring
Banquet.

Eurekans

Fill

Many

Positions

Of Honor

The Eureka Debating Club comes to the close of its thirtieth year as a part of Taylor University.
It was in 1903 that a few men organized this club and choose for a
motto, "Mind, the Power of Man." During these many years this motto has been instilled into the mind and heart of each Eurekan. What has been the result ?
Men have
come into the club inexperienced in the art of speech. Many of the same men have gone
forth after a few years, proficient in parliamentary law, experienced in the art of argumentation, marked by their ability on the platform, and all in all more learned in the
control and use of the mind.
This has been an exceptional year. The Club furnished eight of the nine men on
the Intercollegiate Debating Squad.
Shields and Boyd, Editor and Business Manager
of the Gem, are both members of the Eurekans. Bade is the assistant in the Biological
Department. Thomas, Schilling and Ayres are class presidents, Senior, Junior, and
Freshmen respectively. Boughton is Chairman of the Student Council. Wesche and
Cates are ditor and Managing Editor of the Echo.

Through the fine work of Messrs. Schilling, Ayres, and Bishop, the Eureka Debating Club defeated the Eulogonians in the Winter term Inter-Club Debate, and regained
the coveted victory banner. Throughout this year the club has stressed the programs
of the weekly meetings. The three presidents, Bade, Gates, and Schilling, have had the
fine cooperation of the Chairman of the Board of Censors.
Many new ideas have been
used and each man has had the opportunity and privilege of participating in these
programs.
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Le

Circle Francais

To those who do not know
French, the name "Le Circle Francais'" will
is

the

have no significance. It
to the French

name given

Cluib.
Since the original organization of this club, it has been re-

organized every

fall

the direction of Miss
is

made up

of present

term under
Gibson.

It

and former

French students. To enter the
club one much have had at least
two terms of the French language.
The purpose of the club is to bring
to the student a better understand-

ing of French

and

to

give

him

practice in speaking the language.

At each meeting of the French
Club, a very interesting program
is given.
Sometimes a talk on
French art or literature, or one on
the people of France may be given.
Stories are read in French to make
the student learn to understand
French as it is read to him. Games
are usually played in the meetings. These are a great help to all
who participate, as they aid in dethe
broadening
and
veloping
vocabulary.
In the dining hall a Frnech table
is

maintained

at

different times

for the purpose of learning to use
more fluently the French language.

History Club Presents Interesting Chapel Programs
The History Club is a popular organization at Taylor. Its bi-monthly meetings are
a source of enlightening and interesting knowledge gleaned from the fields of past and
current history. Its mission to the students is to keep them awake to and informed
on events of vital interest and consequences in a fast and changing world.
The History Club has frequently presented chapel programs

in

which much

desir-

able information and entertainment has been disseminated to those who availed themselves of the privilege.
One of these programs provided interesting reviews of three
of the most prominent recent books. These books were then donated to the Library,
where many students have taken advantage of the opportunity to read them. Though
a new organization it is fast becoming an established institution at Taylor under the
supervision of the head of the History Department, Dr. A. L. Bramlett. The activities
of the past year have ibeen directed by Owen Shields, president, and an able board of
censors.
They have supplied programs rich and varied in content, and not without
spicy entertainment.
a future, and, likewise, its members have a future. From its
rise prominent statesmen of a future day, and outstanding citizens of a new
small part of the success of its members may be attributed to the training
which they receive in presenting the various chapel and club programs in which nearly
every member is enabled to participate. This valuable training in appearing before an
audience makes the History Club one of the most beneficial organizations on the campus,
and undoubtedly is the cause of much of its popularity with the students.

The History Club has

ranks

may

age.

No
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Prayer Band Offers

Encouragement

And

Help

Prayer Band holds a glorious
heritage in the traditions of Taylor
University, for within this
group many students have had
visions of service, brotherhood, and
the love of the Master.
It might
well be called the Vision Band, for
in it God is revealed and lives are
transformed as a result.
Bishop
William Taylor saw God through
prayer and left all to follow Him
around the world.
Dr. J. Frank
(Nottingham saw God through prayer and lost his life to find it in the
heart of the Philippines. Mrs.
Susan Talbott Wengatz and John
Wengatz saw God through prayer
and gave their all that their African brothers might have life. Dr.
Brown saw God and carried the
Torch to China. Just so, scores of
students have had visions of God in
Prayer Band, and are today working at home and in the ends of the
earth to win the world to Christ.
Thus, we see the world-wide mission of this prayer group.

Some blessed experiences have
come to the group who hr.ve attended Prayer Band this year, and
each one has gone from the prayer
hour with his heart encouraged.

Many Well Known
Visit

Missionaries

Campus During Past Year
—

"To serve the present age" the challange to youth which so many Taylor students
have accepted. It is in answer to the call of the foreign field that many have sought
to serve in other lands, and it is those who aspire to foreign service that form the Student Volunteer Band, and the nucleus of Taylor's Missionary Society.
The Student Volunteer organization is nation-wide, and the Taylor group is active
in the Indiana Branch. Out of the general interest of the student body in the work of
missions, there has grown around this group the Taylor Missionary Society, dedicated to
the furthering of world fellowship and Kingdom building. The meetings of the Volunteers are bi-weekly, and a Missionary Rally Day is held once each term.
The heritage of the society is rich, with the life of that great missionary, Bishop
William Taylor, for whom the school is named, as the characterization of its spirit. It
This
is further enriched by having scores of missionaries in fields all over the world.
year the society and the student body have been especially blessed iby having Dr. E.
well
other
Cottingham,
Willis
Hotchkiss,
as
as
Stanley Jones, Dr. John F.
and Dr.
R.
inspiring speakers on the campus; and also by the fact that Miss Margaret Habermann,
missionary to India, and Dr. John C. Wengatz, missionary to Africa, have made Taylor
their headquarters while on furlough.
The world of the present student body has been enlarged this year, both by friends
Misses Josephine and Marguerite Deyo, to Ancon,
who have gone to foreign lands
Panama, and Rev. and Mrs. Willard McLaughlin, with their daughter, Kathleen, to Bangalore, S. India and by the presence in the student body of two students from India,
as well as the sons and daughters of several missionaries.

—

—
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Gospel

Girls'

Team

Organized During

Is

Past Year
Early

members

in the school year the
of the Girls' Gospel Team

were banded

together under the
direction of the Dean of Women
for mutual helpfulness, and to assist as opportunity afforded in Gospel services on the Campus and in
outside communities. Weekly meetings for prayer and study have enabled them to carry out the purpose expressed in their motto:
"Thy servants are ready to do
whatsoever my Lord, the King,
shall appoint." The services which

they

have

conducted

have

been

as well as affording a
splendid training in leadership for
those who will soon be out in a
larger field of service. The Girls'
Quartet as an integral part of the
organization has added the message in song to that of the testimony of the group.

fruitful

From
this
it

a very modest beginning
organization has grown until

now

fills

an important need in
girls on Taylor's

many
Campus, and we

the lives of

sincerely believe
that greater things are in store
for us as we become more firmly
entrenched in the hearts of the
students and the activities of the

campus.

Men's Ministerial Association Adopts

New

Motto This Year

The Men's Ministerial Association of Taylor University is an active organization
composed of young men who are expecting to enter the ministry. This organization
originally made up of young men and women, but later it was divided into the
present Women Evangels and Men's Ministerial Association.
The purpose of the Men's Ministerial Association is to give prospective ministers
a chance for practical experience at preaching. The programs usually contain practice preaching, lectures on ministerial etiquette, group discussions on ministerial problems, question and answer groups led by the sponsor, and sometimes the entire time
is taken up with prayer and singing.
Men who are planning to enter the ministry find
this one of the most helpful organizations on the campiis, for in these meetings the
problems of the young minister are given consideration, and many helpful suggestions
may be gleaned from the round table discussions often engaged in by the members.
The motto of this group is: "That Others Might Know Him." It was inaugurated
in the Spring term of 1933, and has been the means of furnishing many prospective
young ministers with inspiration and encouragement at the time when it was needed

was

the most.
The sponsor, who aids in solving perplexing questions, and acts as a steadying and
guiding hand, is Dr. A. Lincoln Shute, the head of the Bible Department of Taylor University. His vast knowledge and wide experiences make him especially valuable in this
work. Those who are expecting to become ministers feel that this organization fills a
vital need in their lives, and that its work is almost indispensible in preparing them to
become effective ministers of the kingdom.
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School

Of Music

Continues

To

EHtaHH

Attract Large

Number Of
Students
The School

of Music, under the
direction
of
Professor
Bothwell, continues to
hold its position as one of the
strongest schools of the University.
Although the personnel is slightly
diminished in number, the quality
efficient

Theodora

and

high standing remains the
same.
For many years Taylor
University has been famed for its
exceptionally good Music School,

and

it continues to attract talented
students from all parts of the
country.
The faculty is composed of the
following artists and instructors:
Theodora Bothwell, Mus. M., Di-

Piano and Organ; George
Fenstermacher, M. A., Violin and
Theory; Erwin Steucke, Mus. B.,
Voice and Public School Music;
Sadie
Louise
Miller,
children's
work in piano; and F. H. Reiter,
Band. The school is equipped with
many pleasant piano practice
rooms, a three manual Tellers-Kent
organ, a two manual Estey organ
and a pedal piano.
rector,

The school holds weekly practice recitals besides the numerous recitals by individual students. Among its other features are: the Orchestra, directed by Professor Fenstermacher; the Choral Society and Men's Glee Club, with Professor Steucke as director;
and the Band, conducted by Mr. Reiter.
All of these organizations contribute greatly to the musical life of the University

and the students have learned to expect programs of exceptional quality from each of
them.
It has been the custom of the School of Music to offer a number of musical events of
the highest quality each year. Two years ago the School sponsored a program given
by the Fisk Jubilee Singers which was a rare privilege, and nearly every student took
advantage of it. Last year the School presented the Welsh singers and once more the
students received a real musical treat. This year the School of Music was unable to
bring an outstanding feature becouse of the unusual financial conditions which have
prevailed throughout the year. As a result every effort has been made to offset this
deficiency by providing the best programs possible with its own talent. The large crowds
in attendance at the various recitals seem to prove that the efforts have not been wholly

in vain.

Each year the Music School has sponsored a unique contest in which both Ladies'
and Men's Vocal Quartets have competed. Prizes were offered the winning quartets.
Each year there was a great deal of competition and performances of the highest order
were always assured. These contests have become very popular with the students as
well as with the people of surrounding neighborhoods, and large crowds are always
present at these events.
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Men's Glee Club
Buys

New

Music

The Men's Glee Club under the
of
Professor
Erwin

direction

Steucke has been a course of invaluable study in group singing.
Practices have been scheduled regularly each week. The enrollment
has been constant throughout the
year. Due to the large number of
organ and piano recitals by students of the School of Music it has
been impossible for the Club to
give a public recital as it did last
year. The work has therefore been
confined to the instruction rooms

where excellent harmony has been
produced on works by such composers as Wagner, Schubert, GouEnglish, Irish
nod, and Sullivan.
and American folk songs have occupied much time, also.

Last year the Men's Glee Club
to sing at several out-of-town
gatherings.
It also took part in
the Washington's Birthday program, and gave an exceptionally
good public recital which showed
the real talent of its members.

went

It is expected that under the
leadership of Prof. Steucke the
Glee Club may again attain music
fame in this section of the countryNew music has recently been purchased in order to meet the needs
of the club. The members are very
desirous of making it a real asset
to the school.

Plans Are

Made For

A Bigger Girl's

Glee Club

The Girl's Glee Club has been under the supervision and direction of Professor
Steucke this year. The club was active during the first part of the year, but because
of the small number able to participate in the weekly practices, the members thought
Many of the members joined the
it best to disband for the remainder of the year.
Choral Society, and that organization has been greatly strengthened as a result.

The Girls' Glee Club is an organization of long standing on the campus. In past
years the Club has gone to sing at several out-of-town functions and has from time to
time given public recitals, and operettas in which a great wealth of well developed
talent was displayed. It has always been the practice to include in their programs the
best of both sacred and secular numbers, and thus they have been able to present varied
and well rounded programs which never failed to meet with approval.
The disbanding

of the club this year does not mean that it has been permanently
Because of the temporarily reduced enrollment almost every organization
lias been taxed to the limit to carry on its programs successfully.
Both the students
and the director are anxious to create interest among the new students in order that a
large number will be available to form a club next year. Plans are now being made
to insure the efficient functioning of the club in the future on a much larger scale than
ever before. There is a real need for a Girls' Glee Club on the Campus, and it is felt
that with an increase in the student body the club can very easily be reorganized.

abolished.
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Band Appears In
Public Concerts
The Band of this year was organized during the Fall term under
the direction of Mr. Fred Reiter.
Having studied the Art of Directing under Professor Joseph Eliot,
Professor
under
Cincinnati,
of
Matty of the University of MichiSchool
Metropolitan
gan, and in the
of Music at Indianapolis, he has
been able to produce a very excellent band. He has also promoted a
spirit of enthusiasm and a genuine
love for the work itself, which are
assets to any worthy organization.
During the Winter Term the
Band furnished the music for the
banquet which crowned the program of the Grant County Corn
Show, held in the Maytag Gymnasium. The Annual Concert of the
Band which was given during the

Commencement season demonstrated exquisite taste in selection and
in
performance. The
excellence
programs given by the Band have
content and have
in
varied
been
consisted in snappy marches, overtures,
peppy school songs, and
numbers
classical
often difficult
which have been rendered in a
truly descriptive manner that has
won the applause and commendation of the student body as well as

off-campus friends.
The organization

itself

Music Department wish

to

and the
extend

the greatest appreciation to Mr.
Reiter for his gracious service.

Plans

Are Made For

A Larger Orchestra

Professor Fenstermacher and the University Orchestra have again lived up to the"
high standard of work set in previous years, and the orchestra has accomplished much
this past year.
Although we had to bid farewell to some of our best and most loyal
members, sufficient new talent has been recruited to fill their places. The orchestra
had charge of the entire chapel program on several occasions and amply lived up to its
reputation with the programs which it rendered.
The enthusiastic applause of the'
students showed that the beauty and quality of this work was greatly appreciated by
them. Although the orchestra has not made as many public appearances this year
as last, the quality of work produced has been high. Professor Fenstermacher is to be
highly commended for the type of work he has done with non-profession players.
Besides the regular University orchestra, a violin octette has also been organized
as well as a smaller sixnpiece orchestra. The latter assisted in the conference program
at Huntington, Indiana, where much satisfaction was expressed with the type and quality of the programs which were given at nearly every session of the conference.
The University Orchestra has long been an important factor in the life of the music
school, largely because it has provided an opportunity for all instrumentalists of at
least average ability to enjoy ensemble playing and to become acquainted with some
of the standard orchestral compositions, and it has been greatly appreciated by both the
school of music and the student body. An increase in membership as well as in the
number of public appearances has been urged, and plans are being laid for a bigger and
better orchestra.
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Choral Society

Appears In The
Production Of Well

Known

Cantata

Talent, selected and refined by
good training, always produces
Such is
something worth while.
the case of the Choral Society
which is under the direction of a

new

Steucke.
Professor
leader,
This group has worked diligently
all year in studying and mastering
the world's great choral literature,
and at certain seasons of the year
it has made public appearances in
which it gave these beautiful masThere is no doubt that
terpieces.
the success of the Society is due to
the fine leadership of Professor
Steucke and to Miss Bothwell who
accompanied at the organ.
Throughout the year the group

sang

in

Chapel

Sunday Vespers.

services and at
outfirst

The

standing appearance was

the
in
production of "Noel," by Henry
Wessel, at the Christmas season.
The Easter time was commemorated
by the beautiful cantata, "Olivet
to Calvary," by J. H. Maunder.
Needless to say, this offering thrilled the audience with its clear
message of the reality and meaning
of Easter Day. The Choral Society,
along with the orchestra and band,
furnished the music at the Com-

mencement

season.

The crowning

event of the Chorus was its appearance on Baccalaureate Sunday.

Home

Economics Department

Engages In
With the ushering

Many

Activities

in of industrial changes, household electrical equipment, and
types of recreation, a great change has come about in the modern American
Household duties have been so lightened that the present day housewife has
more leisure time. Consequently she often becomes so enthusiastic over her social
acitvities that the sadly neglected home becomes a mere shelter having no vital home
spirit, and is in no sense self-sufficient.
The problem for us today is to adjust our homes and homelife to the changes in
It is the
civilization rather than long for "the good old days" which will never return.
privilege of every girl as she goes into the world to prove that the home can be a foretaste of heaven, a place where discord and strife, anxiety and dissatisfaction, cannot
enter; a place where joy and peace abide and where love reigns supreme.
Perhaps some do not understand what constitutes a good home and how they may
attain it.
It is to prepare our girls for home efficiency that our Home Economics
Department exists. During the current year this department has been very active.
On one occasion they were guests on an inspection tour of a number of stores in Marion
after which a delightful banquet was served.
Miss Dare is the head of this Department at Taylor University. Her capability and
enthusiasm make her most efficient for the position. Each year more and more girls
are coming to realize this with the result that interest in this department has been
constantly incrasing. Several new courses have been added to the curriculum with the
result that a full major in Home Economics is now possible.

many new
home.
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Y. P. G.
Convention

L.

To Be

nianiH

Held Here Next

Year
When the week draws to a close
cast aside
the thought of
studies and classes, then we gather
in
the
Friday evening Holiness
League meetings. There we forget,
as it were, the things of earth and
enjoy the blessings which God
sends.
Throughout the year the services
under the leadership of our presidents, Stanley Boughton, Margaret
Emmert, and Nathan Tyler, have
been times of blessed fellowship
and communion with the Holy
Spirit.
The programs of the year
have been interestingly varied with
both
local
and outside talent.
we

.

These
weekly
meetings
have
brought forth ringing testimonies
from those who have found new
blessings and greater experiences
in Christian living.
An unusual
spirit has pervaded nearly every
meeting and those present have
been moved to enter heartily into
every
the
program
phase
of
whether it be singing hymns, offering prayers, or listening to the
inspiring words of some messenger
of God.
Thus the members feel
that they have indeed been blessed
by the presence of God in their
weekly meetings, and they are extremely anxious that this spirit
should be prevalent on the campus,
and that the Holiness League
might continue to give spiritual blessings and inspiration to all who seek it. A lock
may be a good lock and quite capable of performing its function, but it is of very
In the same way one may have a true
little value unless we have the key to fit it.
Christian experience and yet be unable to help those about him to find Christ. The
Holiness League provides an opportunity for every student to show by his presence
that he is interested in the things of the Kingdom, by his testimony that he knows the
Lord, and by his prayers that he is anxious to win souls. The Holiness League has been
May it continue
a nucleus of inspiration and spmtual power for the student body.
throughout the coming years to live up to its motto: "Holiness Unto the Lord."

For the last four years the Holiness League has been recognized as the local
chapter of the Young People's Gospel League, a national organization for the spread of
Although as an organization the Holiness
Scriptural Holiness among young people.
League has not functioned this year as an active chapter, yet many of the members are
vitally interested in the national organization. A group of them attended the National

One of this number, Percival
Convention held last November at Asbury College.
Wesche, was elected as second vice-president of the Y. P. G.L. The Taylor student body
is now looking forward with anticipation to the Y. P. G. L. Convention to be held here
next fall. The true worth of Holiness League may be gleaned from the words of many
Taylor graduates who have returned from time to time and testified to the abiding
influence that it has had in their lives.
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1933 Echo

Staff

Editor-in-Chief

PERCIVAL WESCHE
Managing Editor
JO GATES

News

Editor

RUTH TABBERER
Sports Editor

LYLE THOMAS
Literary

Editor

HARRY GRIFFITHS
Alumni Editor

DONNIS HORINE
Humor

Editor

FRANCES PELLEY
Reporters

ELLA MAE

JACOBS,

DAVIS,

ROBERT

LUCILE

JONES,

BLAINE BISHOP,

LAUREN

YORK, CLARENCE CAMPBELL
Copy Reader

FRANCES SCOTT
Proof Readers

NELSON BASTIAN

DERWARD ABBEY
Business Manager

EARL WINTERS
Circulation

Manager

BOB WEAVER

Advertising Manager

PETER PASCOE
Assistant Circulation Mgr.

JOHN WISKEMAN
Secretary

FLORA BOYLE

Juniors

Win The

Class Echo Contest

The Echo this year completed its twentieth year of publication in the form of a
weekly paper. Though difficulties have presented themselves, throughout the year the
Echo has been able to live up to its policy of presenting the news to the students, faculty, and friends of Taylor in such a way as to represent the school as it really is. The
staff has tried to make every edition of interest to its readers and always to maintain
the journalistic standard of other years.

A number

of changes have been made in the Echo staff during the year, and many
were not recognized in the list above due to the fact that the engraving was
done early in the year. Harry Griffiths resigned his position at Literary Editor, and
his place was taken by Lucile Jones, who is also a reporter on the staff. John Wiskenian became Alumni Editor in place of Donnis Horine, when she did not return to school
In addition to these changes Irene Tennant and
at the close of the Winter term.
De Witt Fowler were added to the staff as reporters to fill vacancies.
During the year the Echo, like many other organizations, faced a severe financial
problem. Because of this the staff was forced to abandon the original plan of publication and early in the Winter term they started publishing bi-weekly.
By this plan
and by constant economy the staff was able to complete the year and leave a little

of these

money

in the treasury.
The students will never forget some of the features of the year. Few will forget
the April Fool Edition. That was one paper which fooled us all, especially the splendid
articles on the inside pages.
The entire school was interested in the class contest
papers. This year the contest was won by the Junior Class, which had a rating of 775
points. This was twenty points higher than the winning paper last year. The score for
all of the papers was high, Seniors, 765, Sophomores, 745, and the Freshmen, 730.
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1933

Gem

Staff

Editor

OWEN SHIELDS
Associate Editor

GORDON HERRMANN
Second Associate Editor

ATHALIA KOCH
Art Editor

CAROLINE VANDERVORT
Sports Editor

ART HOWARD
Photograph Editor

GRACE HEDLEY
Snaps and Humor

OLIVER DRAKE
Class Editor

HELEN HOGAN
Business Manager

HERBERT BOYD
Advertising Manager

BEN SMITH
Assistant Advertising

Manager

CHARLES STUART
Secretary

OLIVE SEVERN
Circulation

Manager

MILTON PERSONS

For Those

Who Care To Know

This Gem is much different from any previous edition. It has been the constant
aim and desire of the staff to produce a book that would portray successfully the life
and activities of the campus. We have tried whenever possible to make it interesting
and attractive, but we have found it necessary to give up many of our plans because of
the expenses which they involved.
Perhaps some of you will feel that you are receiving less for your money this year
than formerly because of the reduction of the nuinber of pages. It is true that the book
smaller,
but we have, for economical reasons, tried to place more on a page and thus
is
utilize every bit of the space. We believe that you will find that nothing vital has been

omitted or neglected.

We

feel that the photography this year is exceptionally good, and we should like
to take this opporunity of expressing our appreciation to Mr. Otis Forkner, our Gem

Photographer, for the splendid work and cooperation received from him. We should
also like to acknowledge our indebtedness to the Ft. Wayne Engraving Co. and the
laylor University Press for their fine service and cooperation.
We believe the snapshot section is one of the most important of the entire book,
and therefore we have tried to make it as good as possible. This section has actually
been increased this year, and we sincerely hope that you will find it very interesting
and suggestive of many happy events.
No mention is made here of indebtedness to members of the staff because we realize
that this book is a product of the united labor and cooperation of the entire staff, and
that it would not have been possible, in its present form, without the whole-hearted
support and cooperation of every member of the staff. We have constructed the book
as we thought best, and now we present it to you trusting that it will meet with your
approval.
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Student Council

Is

Active

This Year
The Student Council is composed this
year of only four members, due to the failure of the Special Class to oi-ganize. There
is one representative from each class with
the Senior member acting as president and
the Junior mamlber serving as secretary.
The Council has endeavored to create a
spirit of unity and cooperation between the
students and faculty, and at all times to
secure a mutual understanding between
them upon matters falling within its jurThe council, together with the
isdiction.
help of the Junior rules committee, a special
inter-society council, and the cooperation of
the two literary societies instituted some
new regulations that provided a very
wholesome atmosphere during pre-rush day
believed that student
It
is
opinion and cooperation gave new power to
the council in this respect, which is a sign
of progress for this rising organization.
Throughout the year the council has provided entertainment for the weekly dinner
given Iby our hostess, Miss Dare, and it has
cooperated with her to make this a pleasant affair for the students. During the first
week of school, a new student reception was
sponsored by the council, also a couple of
student group meetings were held for the
purpose of fostering and maintaining our
activities.

good old "Taylor Spirit."

Debaters

Rank High

In

Manchester Tournament
Taylor has, in the past, produced some
notable debaters, and each year her teams
have ranked with the best in this section of
the state. This year a fine schedule was arranged under the supervision of Dr. C. L.
Nystrom, the new head of the Speech Department. Mr. Harry Griffiths again took
charge of coaching the teams and a squad
of eight men made the journey to North
Manchester to participate in the annual debate tournament there. There were thirtyeight colleges, with more than eighty teams
represented at this tournament, and an accurate record was kept of all the debates.
On the basis of this record Taylor was
placed
seventh among the thirty-eight
schools represented.
The question debated this year was,
"Resolved: That at least fifty per cent of
the revenue for state and local purposes
should be derived from sources other than
that of tangible property." The squad was
organized into two affirmative teams and
one negative.
The teams were well balanced and proved to be exceptionally good
in their delivery.
Griffiths, Smith, Boughton, and Thomas
will be lost through graduation this year.
Their absence will be felt keenly next year,
but many new recruits are expected to be

gathered from the incoming Freshman
Class, and the prospects seem excellent for
another strong team next year.

Grant

County

Tournament

Recreation at Taylor
This has been one of the best years in the history of athletics at Taylor
University. The principle objective has been to secure, for every student,
the benefits implied in the original meaning of the word, re-creation.

Regardless of the contemporary criticism of athletic competition
will remain with us. Their popularity with, prevalence among, and
service to man are evidences of that.
Nevertheless, there is a constant
need to direct them toward legitimate educational goals if their social contribution is to be realized.
In the Greek world in the clays of the Olympia the records show that
those states which were doing something to advance intellectually were
winning at Olympia and that as soon as they became stagnant or turned
their intellectual life to the interests of military despotism they won no
more.
The Greeks held that gymnastic work was for health and athletics for
competition, the first being personal and selfish, the second social and
moral. Whenever the mass of the people give enthusiastic support to well
directed athletics they can hardly fail to have the following results They
make for democracy and social equality; snobbery will not win the race.
Athletics make for fairness and honesty; a cheater in a game is soon an

games

:

outcast. Athletics make for self-control and patience; "He that controlleth
himself is greater than he that taketh a city." Athletics make for temperance; "And every man that striveth in the game is temperate in all
things." Athletics make for cooperation there never was greater need for
team work in the world than at the present time.
Athletics at Taylor stand for these things, and it is with these attainments in mind that all the students are given an opportunity to participate
in one or more sports.
Taylor is well equipped to carry on this work in the new
Maytag Gymnasium, on the cinder track, on the ball diamond,
and" on the nine tennis courts. The entire program and policies
are controlled by the newly organized "T" Club under the
leadership 'of the director of athletics.
;

As you peruse these next few pages keep in mind the
above attainments as well as the marks made, remembering all
the while that, "when the One Great Scorer comes to mark
against your name, He writes, not that you won or lost, but
how you played the game."
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Maytag

Gymnasium

Our

Director of Athletics

Taylor University was extremely fortunate when A. H. "Hersh" Cornwas secured to direct Taylor's athletic policies in the capacity of athletic director. Now, after two years of constant progress under his efficient
direction, the faculty and student body are at last beginning to realize his
true worth.
well

Coach Cornwell did not come to Taylor unprepared for his task. He
had had actual experience in nearly all phases of sport. During his college
days at Southwestern College, Kansas, he was an outstanding, all-around
athlete. He made the varsity team in four sports. For three years he was
a lineman on the football squad. He played guard on the basketball team
for two years, and he was also a member of the baseball and track teams
for one year each. In addition, "Hersh" has completed considerable work
in the department of Physical Education at the University of Wisconsin.
Since coming to Taylor "Hersh" has put new life into Taylor sports.
Largely through his efforts the Taylor "T" Club was organized, with its
goal of making Taylor athletics better than ever before. During his first
term here a new system of playing society tennis matches was introduced.
It has been well received and is working efficiently at the present time. The
athletes themselves are taking a new hold, and coming out to practice in
increasingly large numbers.
Not the least tribute to Coach Cornwell's
industry and ability is the manner in which he has improved equipment.
An outstanding improvement made during his first year was the finishing of one dressing room. The concrete floor was poured by student volunteer labor. At the same time the walls of the swimming
pool were poured, and a check-room was also provided.
Last year the County High School Invitational Basketball
tourney was held at Taylor. The management of the tournament was left entirely in Cornwell's hands. The county officials were well pleased with the results of his efforts.
Under Coach Cornwell's leadership, Taylor is looking forward to a new day in Christian athletics. We know that if we
follow his coaching we shall become proficient in our chosen
sports, and if we follow his leadership we shall attain new
heights of Christian character.
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Thalos Overwhelm
Philos In Series

Opener

Thalos 53, Philos 14

The Society basketball men's series opened this year with an overwhelming Thalo victory. The Thalos pulled a bit of a surprise when they
started a new man, Redinger, in a guard position. It was soon seen that
the Thalo manager, Long, had made no mistake. He fitted in well with a
combination which included Johnson, the star of the final game last year,
Coldiron, Miller, and Tyler. This team started with the opening whistle
and was never threatened.
The Philos made a "dashing" appearance when they came on the floor
new blue suits with a large white "P" and numerals. Their
starting line-up included Boughton, Griswold, Gates, Weaver, and Persons,
outfitted in

but the Philo manager, Griswold, substituted freely in search of a combiAs the score shows he
nation which could stem the Thalo onslaught.
searched in vain.

There were no outstanding scoring stars on either team. Five Thalo
scored eight points or above while five Philo men shared in the scoring
of the Blue and White.

men

Summary
FG FT PF TP

Thalos
Johnson, f

3

Coldiron, f ___.
Miller,

c

Redinger, g,

f,

_

4
6
3

Tyler, g
Davis, c
Stuart, g

2

Howard, g

4

2
2

1

1

FG FT PF TP

Philos

8

Boughton, f

10
13

Griswold, f
Gates, c, g,

6
3

Weaver, g
Persons, g

4

8
8

Thomas,

Griffiths, g, f

4

c

Tennant, f
Bastian, f

Totals

22

9

9

53

Drake,

1113
2

12
10 14
10 10
1

1

3

2
3
2

c

Schilling, f

Totals
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5

4

8

14.

:

Philos

Again Bow To

Powerful Thalo Quintet
Thalos

35, Philos

20

The second game of the series was not even comparable to the first
The Philo team was determined to atone as much as possible for the

game.

score of the previous game.
An indication of how well they succeeded is
the score at the half which was 11-5 for the Thalos. This doesn't even resemble the 21-7 half score of the first game.
I

Each team had one new man in the starting line-up. Griffiths started
forward for the blue and white in place of Boughton. For the Thalos,
Howard played guard for Redinger, who was out of town. As in the game
before substitutions were made freely for both teams.
at

Griswold and Thomas led the scoring for the Philos, making the creditable total of 10 points and 6 points respectively. As before the orange and
black scoring was well distributed, four men being within two points of
each other.
In the last quarter spurt, the Thalos who were rather peeved with
their showing finally pulled away from their opponents to achieve the
final score.

Summary

Thalos (35)

FG FT PF TP

Coldiron, f

3

Johnson, f

4

Miller, c

2

Howard, g
g

4

2

2

8

3

2

9
7
9

12
101312

Philos

(20)

Griffiths, f
Griswold, f

Thomas, c
Weaver, g

Boyd, f

Persons, g
Tennant, f

Schenbeckler, f
Davis, g

Bastian, f
Gates, c

Tyler,

Totals

14

7

10

35

FG FT PF TP

114

4

2

3

2

2

3
2

3

10
6

12

1

14

20

Fowler, g
Drake, g
Totals

7

6
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Thalos

Win Third

Straight

Capture Series
H Thalos

32, Philos 11

The Thalos entered the final game determined to show everyone that
the first game walk-away was not a freak. They only partially succeeded
as the score shows. The Philos insisted on making a game of it.

game was very similar to the games which preceded it. The only
difference was in the scoring of the Thalo team. Johnson had a hot
night and ran up 13 points to place him at the head of the season's scorers.
Redinger returning to the line-up after an absence of one game counted 8
points in the closing minutes of the game, after the rest of the Thalo regulars had left the floor. He got them without much help by brilliant individual play.
This

marked

Griswold again led the Philo scorers with six points. This placed him
head of Philo scorers and fifth in the college scoring ranks. Griffiths
played well in this game scoring 3 points as well as playing a fine defensive
game.
at the

Summary
THALOS
FG FT PF TP

PHILOS
FG FT PF TP
Griffiths

Drake

._

.

Griswold

Tennant
Gates

112
110
10
10
13

4

_

Boughton

Weaver
Schilling

3
2
2

Boyd

12 14
10

Johnson
Redinger

5

Coldiron

Miller

.

___

5

3

Bowman
Howard
Tyler

2

1

112
2

Davis
1

_

Persons

Fowler

3

13
10
3

2

10 10
3

2

13

32

_.

Bastian
Totals
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Totals
4

3

11

11

13

6

From The

Sidelines
•i

ty*£-<t '**> fr \

W"

^'* '**

VP -Vf*

While the Thalo team came through about as expected this year, the
did not lack interest. The Philo men showed the effects of hard and
determined training and carried the fight to the Thalos continually. Especially noticeable was the marked improvement of Thomas and Griffiths.
Thomas, in particular, showed the results of the lonely hours he put in

games

practicing.

The addition of Redinger and Miller to the already strong Thalo lineup put the series in a bag. The Thalo team was bigger and more experiMiller
enced than the Philos, and this counted heavily in their favor.
played well during the series which was what was expected of him, so he
didn't get

much

credit for

it.

Newcomers to Taylor were saved the disappointment of not seeing the
Thalo jinx in action when Stuart was forced from the series with a bad
knee received in an outside encounter. He played less than one half, but
placed eighth in the college scoring.

WHAT THE BOOKS SHOW
PHILOS

THALOS
Johnson
Miller
Coldiron

Howard
Redinger
Stuart
Tyler

30
23
22
19
14
8
2

Griswold
Griffiths

Thomas
Weaver

.

_

.

_
_

Tennant
Persons
Gates

.
.

9
6
5

4

_

3

.

2
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Philos

Triumph

In

Harcbfought Opener

Philos 22, Thalos 20

With the men's basketball series practically conceded as a Thalo victory, interest centered this year on the women.
For the first time in two
years the Philo girls were considered as having a fine chance to upset the
Thalo monopoly on the trophy. Both teams had fine new talent to replace
the graduated stars, but the Thalos had no one to equal the size and underthe-basket ability of Witner.
Soon after the game started Drake scored for the Philos. They were
never headed after that first basket. At the half the Philos had what
seemed a comfortable lead of 13-6. Upon the resumption of the second
half the Thalo girls seemed to realize they would have to do something to
save the day. Deich was shifted from guard to center and they started
out after the flying Philos. How nearly they succeeded in overtaking them
the Philos know best. It is enough to say that the tying basket was not
counted, as Gilmore traveled with the ball.
Gilmore was the offensive star for the Thalos. The Philo scoring was
The guai'ds of both
all forward court players scoring.
teams played well.
better balanced,

THALOS

PHILOS
Forwards
Drake
Yingling
Brothers
Totals

Guards

Hogan
Jones
Kletzing
Tooley
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FG
5

2
3

10

FT

TP

15
17
10

2

22

Forwards
Boyle

FG

10FT

TP
2

Phillips

Deich
Bennett
Gilmore

7

4

18

Totals

8

4

20

Guards
White
Coby
Bennett

Herrmann
Deich

:

Thalos Even Series
Victors in Overtime
Philos 19, Thalos 20

game rolled around the fans knew the kind of games
So no one was terribly surprised when the two teams split the
results of the first two games and tied at the end of the regular period. In
the overtime the Thalos got the one point necessary to give them the edge
on the series.

By

the time this

to expect.

In this game the work of those two
Herrmann, was the outstanding feature.

stellar

Thalo guards, L. Coby and

The game was nip and tuck throughout the first half. The score then
was 11-10 for the Thalos. In the early stages of the second half the Philo
girls seemed to wilt somewhat. But they made up for it in the final stages
Miriam Pugh entered the
of the game when they came up with a rush.
game in the closing minute and vindicated the judgment of her coach by
sinking the tying basket. In the overtime the control of the tip-off by Deich,
the Thalo center, decided the outcome.

The Philo scoring in this game was remarkably even,
separated the totals of their three regular forwards.

Only one point

Summary
THALOS

PHILOS
Forwards

FG

FT

TP

Yingling
Tooley

3

Drake

2

Brothers

3

6

Pugh

1

2

Totals

9

Guards

FG

Forwards

6
1

1

5

19

7

Boyle
Deich

FT TP
1

2
1*

10

Totals

15
4
1

1

20

Guards
L. Coby

Jones
Kletzing

Herrmann

Hogan

Coby

Tooley

(*)

Bennett
1

point shot.
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Philos

Drop Behind

As Thalos

Score

Close Victory
Thalos 22, Philos 20

The Thalo girls appeared for the second game with new orange suits.
The numerals were black, and a script "Thalo" modeled after the boys'
uniforms served to identify the society to which they belonged.
This game was as thrilling as the first one, only now the situations
were reversed. The Thalos took the lead from the first and held it long
enough to have the verdict at the final whistle. At the half the score stood
12-8 in favor of the orange and black.

The last half turned into a rather free scoring affair. The Thalos got
most of their baskets from close in while the Philos were exceptionally accurate from a distance of the foul line. The whistle finally dashed Philo
hopes when it caught them still trying to keep Gilmore from scoring whenever she did.

For the Thalos L. Coby and Bennett played fine games as guards, while
Boyle seemed to find herself somewhat at forward.

The Philos, Drake and Brothers, handled their scoring, while Jones
and Kletzing played well as guards.

Summary
THALOS

PHILOS

FG

Forwards

FT

TP

Yingling

Forwards
Gilmore
Boyle

Tooley

.

Drake

4

8

Totals

8

4

20

Hogan
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TP
1fi

4
n

?,

12

Brothers

Kletzing
Tooley
Jones

FT

8
2
1

..

6
2

Guards

FG

Totals

Guards
L. Coby

Herrmann
White
Bennett

11

22

Thalos Again
Philos

To Win

Top
Series

Thalos 21, Philos 15

What became the final game of the Thalo series was played in the
afternoon, due to the scheduling of other events. The Thalos entered this
game handicapped by the loss of two regular guards, Bennett and L. Coby.
In this game the Thalo girls took the lead from the first and held it
throughout. At the half the score was 10-8, and they increased this lead
until the whistle blew to end the series.
This Thalo victory was largely due to the fine game played by Issy
Deich. To her usual good floor game she added shooting and thus became
a high scoring center. She had no monopoly on the heroics, however.
Kletzing, the Philo guard, held Gilmore to 9 points. This probably caused
Deich to break out in the aforementioned manner. Tooley added further to
She
the embarrassment of Gilmore by continually intercepting passes.
played a daring and successful game.
Herrmann deserves equal credit with Deich for the Thalo victory,
because of her exceptional game at guard. It was largely due to her efforts that the Philo total was lower than for any other game of the series.
The work of the Thalo substitute guards, White and R. Coby, far surpassed the expectations of even the most rabid Thalo fan.
The new comers presented the fireworks in this series, three Thalo
regulars and one Philo regular coming in this class.

THALO
Forwards
Gilmore
Boyle
Phillips

PHILO

FG

FT

TP

113

4

Deich

5

Totals

9

3

9

9
3

21

Guards

FG

FT

TP

Yingling

Brown
Drake

5

3

10

13

Brothers
Totals

6

3

15

2

Guards

Herrmann
White

Forwards

R.

Kreie

Hogan

Tooley

Coby

Kletzing

Brown
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Philos Overwhelm Thalos

In

Annual Meet

PHILOS,

82;

THALOS,

52

The Philo Track men comdominated the annual
track and field meet by taking
nine of the fifteen first places
and nine second places. Due to
the day there was only one outstanding' performance and that
was Campbell's record breaking
half mile. He ran it in 2:16:6.
pletely

Bud Coldiron was the meets
high scorer with two firsts and
two seconds for a total of sixteen points. Milt Persons came
directly behind with fourteen
points gleaned from one first
and three seconds.

The Thalos were handicapped
by the loss of Long and Stuart
on account of injuries.

Summary

HURDLES —

HIGH

SHOT PUT— Brunner
POLE VAULT— Coldiron

DISCUS— Norton

(Philo),
Herrmann
(Thalo), Height, 9 feet 3 inches.

(Thalo), Persons (Philo), Herrmann (Thalo),
Distance 101 feet 5 inches.

HALF-MILE— Campbell

BROAD JUMP— Thomas

(Thalo),

(Philo),

(Philo),
(Philo). Davis (Thalo), Distance, 17 feet 11 inches.

(Philo),

Bush

Brunner (Thalo),

HURDLES —

RUN— Camiplbell

Coldiron
Bastian
(Philo),
Bush
(Philo), Time, 29.8 seconds.

MILE

(Thalo),

McClelland

HIGH JUMP—Thomas

seconds.

(Philo),

tied

Height

for

and SkelDrake

first,

5 feet, 2 inches.

JAVELIN—Davis

(Thalo),

Illk

(Philo), Winters (Philo), Distance,

RUN— Brown

(Philo),

Pittman (Thalo), Fowler (Philo),
Time, 11 minutes 32.6 seconds.
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(Philo),

(Thalo),

Time

440-YARD

5

(Philo),

Schilling

minutes

RUN— Persons

16.6

(Philo),

Coldiron (Thalo), Pittman (Thalo),
Time, 56.4 seconds.

HALF-MILE RELAY — Thalos

—

(Pittman,
Simmons,
Shields,
Davis), Time 1 minute 48 seconds.

123 feet 4.5 inches.

2-MILE

Griswold

(Philo), Coldiron (Thalo), Schilling (Philo), Time 25.5 seconds.

Time, 2 minutes 16.6 seconds.

(Philo)

DASH —

220-YARD

(Thalo),

Persons (Philo), Norton (Thalo),
Distance, 39 feet, 5 inches.

Brown

ton

Griswold

(Philo), Persons (Philo), Shields
(Thalo), Time 10.8 seconds.

Kenyon

LOW

DASH —

100-YARD

Bastian
Davis (Thalo), Drake
Time, 19.8 seconds.

(Philo),
(Philo).

of events

Sophomore Men Are Again
Victorious In Class Series
The Sophomore men again came through
win the class basketball series without a
The Junior team finished second, and
loss.
the Seniors and Freshmen finished in the
order named. The Sophomore team won the
championship by defeating the Freshmen
24-17, the Seniors 32-15, and the Juniors
to

31-14.

The surprise game was the SophomoreFreshman set-to. Due to the brilliant play
of Miller, the Freshman center, his team was
He was particularly
always close behind.
"hot" on long shots in this game.

The Junior-Sophomore game was a disappointment
Last year these two teams put on a
to the fans.
great battle, but the Juniors couldn't keep it inter(Stuart was especially good in this
esting this year.
game, both on offense and defense.)

The scores

of the

championship were
iors,

23

;

Frosh, 17

;

games having no bearing on the
:

Juniors, 22 Seniors, 14
Seniors, 21 Frosh, 12.

Junior

;

;

Jun-

;

Women Repeat As

Class

Champions

The Junior girls again repeated their victories of last year and
emerged the women's class basketball champions. They received quite a
scare in the Freshman game, however, but finally won 29-27. This game

was a

thriller throughout.
the victory possible.

won

A

strong Junior rally in the last half

To win the cup the Junior girls also defeated the Seniors
the Sophomore game on a forfeit.

43-6.

made
They

Helen Gilmore and Miriam Pugh were the outstanding workers in the
forward court for the Juniors. The former again led the college scoring
with a total of 41 points. "Mim" used her height to good advantage around
the basket, taking plenty of time on her shots, and making them quite unbothered by the smaller guards. Deich and Brown kept the Junior basket
guarded in an exceptional way.

Due
collecting

to the difficulty the seniors and sophomores had in
enough girls for a team, the only other game played

was the Freshman-Sophomore game

won

in

which the Freshmen

18-5.

The outstanding feature of the series was the play of the
Freshmen girls. They displayed a teamwork which put to
shame the team play of the upper classes. They had no individual stars,

about even

all

the forwards being good shots, and the guards

in ability.
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New

System

Inaugurated

Thalos Conquer Philos
A new

system of playing the
was inaugu-

society tennis series

rated this spring.

Under

this

plan boys' and girls' tennis

is

separated so each has his own
series.
In order to give more
players a chance to compete two
singlists are picked from each
society, each of whom is to play

both the singlists of the opposing society. These singlists are
ineligible to play doubles for
their society. Thus four men are
picked from each society and
they are required to play five
matches. The girls play under
the same system,

MEN'S SERIES
The surprising

feature

of the

men's series was the refusal of the
Philo players to fold up before a
reputation. Before the series few
people would have given the Philos
an outside chance as the Thalos
had Spaude, the college champion.

Tennant nearly ruined the Thalo
confidence when he succeeded in
taking a hard fought set from

Spaude but the veteran rallied in
time to win the match 6-3, 5-7, 6-2.
Against Gates, the Philo No. 2
man, Spaude was unbeatable and
won handily by a score of 6-4, 6-1.
Gates then took the court against
Howard, the Thalo No. 2 man.
This match, which was close
throughout, was won by Howard,
7-5, 6-4.

WOMEN'S SERIES
Everyone looked forward to the match between the veteran Philo, Margaret Wolf, and the rising Thalo star, Helen
Gilmore. When it came no one was disappointed. It was a
torrid battle, but experience turned the tide in favor of Miss
Wolf. The score was 8-6, 5-7, 6-2.
The battle of No. 2 women was also close with the Philo
Kletzing winning in straight sets 6-4, 6-4.
In the final match the Thalo substitute, Turbeville, was no
match for Wolf who won in a romp 6-0, 6-4.
Due to the lack of time the fourth and fifth matches of
both the Men's and Women's series were not played. However, they would have had no bearing on the outcome.
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Philos

Win In Hard/

fought Series
The baseball

series this spring

required the full five games to
decide the issue in favor of the
Philos.
The playing, although
ragged in spots, was quite good.
Three of the five games were decided by one run which shows

the closeness of the series better

than any words could describe.

The smooth play

of the Philo
provided the margin of
victory in the series.
The play
of both Philo and Thalo outfields
infield

showed

marked

improvement

over the play of previous years.

There was just one error committed by the combined outfields
on a

fly ball.

Musselman was the outstanding star for the Philos, playing
field and leading his team at bat with an average of
Griswold and Bauer played their usual brilliant ball both in the field
and at bat. Campbell's pitching was unbeatable when he had a good day.

consistent ball in the
.363.

For the Thalos Norton was the key man. He batted .434 for the series
and pitched good ball throughout. Coldiron, with a batting average of .400,
and Tyler, who played errorless ball in the field, were the other Thalo
heroes.

The score of the first game was 7-6 in favor of the Philos. But even
that score doesn't show the closeness of the game. The winning run was
scored in the ninth inning on a single, two stolen bases, and an error.
ters

The second game was a Thalo walk-away. Norton held the Philo batunder control from the first, and the Thalos were never pushed. 10-2

was the

score.
It took fourteen innings to decide the third game.
The
Thalos had what seemed a safe lead of 7-2 at the beginning
of the eighth inning. But Philo determination overcame this

lead to

win eventually

10-9.

The fourth game was nearly the opposite of the third as
the Philos lost 7-6 in regulation time after going into the
seventh inning with a three run lead. This game was featured
by some fine catches in the outfield.

The fifth and deciding game was a distinct disappointment as far as thrills are concerned. The Philos proved themselves a championship outfit by stepping out and winning 13-4
behind the superb pitching of Campbell, and the steadiness of
the ever-present Philo

infield.
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Letter

Men

Form Club
To Promote
Athletics

This school year has brought to you and me, as students of Taylor, an
unusual interest in athletics. Society and class athletics have added more
than their customary quota to the sum total of this activity, and in addition
there have been occasional rumors of the possibility of games with other
schools.

Another factor that has given luster to Taylor's program this year has
been the awarding of letters for athletic attainment. A plan for this award
has been worked out by Coach A. H. Cornwell, and under the terms of this
plan ten men and four women were rewarded this year.
As soon as these awards were announced the men so honored organized
a "T" club. The idea is to work out this club much on the same plan as it
is used in other schools.
Its definite aims and ideals are to meet best the
individual problems that Taylor faces in its athletic program, and so to
direct its efforts as to cooperate most fully with the Director of Physical
Education in solving these problems.
To illustrate the place we hope the club will fill in Taylor's life, let us
consider some of its objectives. One of the best of these is the placing in
the trophy case of a trophy for yearly award to the individual selected as
best exemplifying Taylor's standards of Christian sportsmanship and team
play.

Another plan is the working out of some method of properly preserving the athletic records of the school, while still another is the improvement
of the equipment of the athletic department by cooperation with the Coach
in hard work and wise purchasing.
The members of the "T" Club feel that there is much that can be done
to improve the athletic situation at Taylor and they are losing no time in
In the past there has never been a
effecting some immediate remedies.
united feeling, among the students, in support of the school. This has been
largely due to the division created by the two Literary Societies, but it is
felt that some friendly competition with neighboring colleges will do much
to relieve this situation. With this in view several engagements have been
made this spring for baseball games, tennis and track meets.
Another important event was the revision of the daily schedule so that
This makes it
all classes are completed by four o'clock in the afternoon.
possible for every student to engage in some form of recreation daily. This
measure has been greeted with great enthusiasm by the entire student bodv.
In conclusion, the members of the club know that we already have
many organizations, but they also feel that this is a field not adequately
covered by any other, and that there is a place of helpfulness that can be
filled
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by such an organization.

OS ENGRWINGSFOR
EDITION

THIS

WERE PREPARED
iuthe.

FORT

WAYNE

ENGRAVING

CO.

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

ENGRAVERS ~ ILLUSTRATORS
and ELECTROTYPERS
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Taylor University
crC

^he College

that Cares for the

Soul"

Co-educational
£fc£fe>$£r

This institution makes its appeal to young people who wish to
take their college training in an atmosphere friendly to the highest
spiritual values.

Here the young people of the best Christian homes

will find enjoyable fellowship.

In the various Class Organizations, the Literary Societies, Debating Clubs, Quill Club, Prayer Band, Student Volunteer Band,
Ministerial Association, and Young People's Gospel League, opportunity is furnished for the development of leadership in literary
and religious work.

No

secret fraternities

;

no social caste

;

but one big Taylor

family.

Standard college course, with majors

in thirteen

departments,

leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree.

Teacher Training courses leading to certification
the

in

most of

High School departments.

School of Music with strong faculty offers four-year courses
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Music, with majors in Organ,
Piano, Violin, and Voice.

For catalog and information, write

to

ROBERT LEE STUART,

President

UPLAND, INDIANA
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Upland Motor Company

Upland Regal Store

THE GEM

Taylor University Press

Fort

Wayne Engraving Co.

ADVERTISERS
PATRONIZE THEM

T.

BARBER SHOP

U.

Taylor University Grocery

Modern Laundry Company

Bachelor Cafe
Taylor University Bookstore

Upland H s b Scbool

KEEVER'S CAFE

Gem

"A

""

Photo Studio

School Dates

MILLER LUMBER & M'F'G CO.

Bukilball Sdud.lt
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PI... to Eat"
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2
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FORKNER STUDIO

Brown Laundry & Dry Cleaning to.

Upland Baking Company
PHONE

-,"

?\

'

m

Pioneer Drug Store

DENTIST
C

^i--'";-

«;;

SHreUH

,.:'»',"-

......„„.,„

BAKED GOODS FOR YOUR PARTIES

?™~

o~.r

THE ECHO

REMEMBER!

W. LWI

Dr. 0. L. Stout

Follow Taylor's Activities

THE GEM
THE PAUL INSURANCE
AGENCY

T

EE5™

Ben Bradford

The 1933 Gem
colors

:

EE

A

Yearbook

WOOLARD'S SANITARY
BARBER SHOP

I

Blotter, miniatured above,

primary function as a

aid students by providing

and basketball schedules.

them with

was printed

in four

{

They were placed on each

Though serving

student's desk three times during the year.
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Memories

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY

white, blue, pink, and canary.

ciently in their

of

blotter,
lists of

effi-

I

they were designed to

I

important school dates
i

As

official

we wish

to

We hope
we

shall

photographers for this year's book

thank

all

all

for the cooperation given us.

have been pleased with our work and

again be able to serve the students.

$£o*6$o££o

Forkner's Studio
WEST

SIDE

SQUARE

ANDERSON, INDIANA

The
Unevangelized Tribes
Mission
147 West School Lane, Germantown

Compliments
of

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Field:

The Belgian Congo in the KasaiKuilu-Kwango district and south into

A Friend

Angola.

EVANGELICAL— (Jude
ERATIVE

—

(Romans

3);

COOP-

15:20-21)

Building on no other man's foundaevangelizes only tribes not
it
occupied by other Missions, laboring

tion,

with hearty good-will toward every
other true missionary effort.
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This
A

Gem

Product of

•THE/

Taylor University Press
PRINTERS AND PUBLISHERS
Owned and Operated

by

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Upland, Indiana

Friends

who have

contributed

to the publication of this

book—

BROMLEY
FRED F. THORNBURG
HARRY L. TATEM
ERNEST COYLE
KUHNER PACKING CO.
W. W.
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Taylor's Diary
Sept. 13, 1932

—

Again I am in readiness all cleaned and dressed for the school year.
Today the faculty meets for the
first

time.

Sept. 13

am all excited and enthused for
many old faces return besides
number of new freshmen. I am
I

today
a

welcoming them

all.

It is

Freshman

Day.
Sept. 14

and 15

Much planning and

consultation.

Students are choosing the work which
they wish to pursue on my campus.
Sept. 16
I meet them all in classes.
good to have my halls ring with
laughter and merry voices!

Today

How

Sept. 17
I am beginning to assume a
appearance, especially
inside

new
the

Dorms. Much unpacking and settling.
In the evening I treat them all, new
and old, to a reception in the Gym.

Many

thrills.

Sept. 18

My

first

Sunday with

everyone

back again.
Sept. 19

meet with new Dean of
Every Monday they shall
gather around the fireplace.
Girls

Women.

Sept. 22

What a change in the Dining Hall.
Etiquette books and Junior Rules
have come to help me solve many perplexing problems.
Sept. 23

Where

did you get those hats
Nice background. "S. Boyton."

?

Let's get in step now.

Blow that horn!
makes his toilet. Nice
Frankenstein. Would you like to hear
Horsie.
Treed!
me sing? Loafing. The Match Kings. Hold that pose.
So this

is

Kelloggs did

London!

Kidder!

All excitement and much nervousness. Doctors are here and students
submit to a physical examination. To
quiet the victims I offer a soothing

program by the Philos and Thalos.

Griffiths

it.
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Sept. 24

Men's debate clubs take new fellows on a jamboree. Did you say eats?

!

;

Sept. 29

Orange and Black on parade today
do feel dressed up. Even the Old
Mare, the Spirit of 1876, paid me a
visit,
to
say nothing- of airplanes.
Thalos are a peppy bunch! The day
is climaxed with a fine program.
I

Sept. 30

Today I am dressed in Blue and
White Philo Day. Philos make the
campus ring with their yells
In the

—

!

evening they take everyone of us to

Japan for a

visit.

Oct. 1

What excitement Rush Day Poor
new students! What a task! All sur!

!

however. Indian Maidens, the
Soangetahas, treat the new girls to a
Pow-Wow. What fun we have

vive,

Oct. 4-7

The Ministerial Training School of
the North Indiana Conference holds
its sessions here.
Many new faces
are present, and interesting chapel
services are provided.
Oct. 8

The Mnankas entertain the new

my

girls at a lovely tea in

parlor this

afternoon.
Oct. 14

The initial, and we think the final,
appearance of the German band in
the Dining Hall. Oh, what harmony!
Oct. 15

Quietness reigns

on

the

The Seniors spend the day

campus.

at Purdue,

attending the football game.
Oct. 20

Class Day and with it the appearance of the beautiful Freshman caps.
The Frosh have the elite privilege of
wearing them until Thanksgiving.
Oct. 21

New

girls apply to

for membership.
real debaters.

I

Debating Clubs
anticipate

some

Oct. 26

distinguished visitors on my
Legal Hundred meeting.
Also several members of Class of '32

Many

campus.

visiting.

Ride 'em cowboy. Sunken Garden in Winter Dress. His
Majesty. Come let us play in the snow. The snow began
The pause that refreshes. Spring is
in the gloaming.
"Soup." "It's Winter Again." "Deposed Kings."
here.
"Racketeers." "Rail-sitters." What! On the Rocks again?
Our monitor takes a walk. February.
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!

Oct. 29

Thalo Masquerade and Philo HayReally, I did not know I had
such good-looking people on my campus and oh
Absent-Minded Proride.

—

!

fessors

—

!

Oct. 31-Nov. 14

Great blessings have been ours as
a result of the revival meetings with
Dr. E. C. Wareing of Fort Wayne as
speaker.
Nov. 8

A

Presidential Election.

and night on

my

big day

campus.

Nov. 11

The New Thalos appear in their
program and escort us to
Gypsy Land.
initial

Nov. 16

My new
is

winter dress arrives. It
pure white with crystal trimmings.

Snow

balls

many

and

graceful

tumbles are the vogue.

Nov. 18

New Philos
school-room.
they are
The

demonstrate an

ideal

What

Nov. 24-27
Thanksgiving recess,

ment as many

of

my

darlings

much

excite-

students leave

for vacation.

Nov. 25
Shields and Fritts take to sleeping

on the sidewalk in front of Swallow
Robin.

Nov. 28
Classes convene again. What diligent students I have. The end of the

term

is

Dec.

1

First

drawing nigh.

exams amid much groaning!

Dec. 5-6
Step Lively. Laid out to dry.
Won't your horse go?
Studehaker for dependability. Shoot! Sing it! Crime in
the offing. Class!
Unawares. The world seems upside
down. The select. Smile it's good for you. Off to Purdue.
Seth Parker at home. A rattling good Ford. The

—

planting of the ivy.
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More exams

!

Will

my

boys and

girls survive?

Dec. 7
Registration Day.
say "Au Revoir," but
greet some new faces.

A
I

few had

am happy

to
to

Dec. 9

Biggest track event of the season

Gym.

Maytag

in

First

all-school

mixer sponsored by Seniors.
Dec. 10

games

First

of

Class

Basketball

series.

Dec. 16

Ichabod Crane of Sleepy Hollow
my auditorium on the Educa-

visits

tional Screen. Many helpful hints in
Pedagogy offered to my faculty memSoangetahas entertain boybers.
friends.

Dec. 17

More

Griffiths and
B. B. games.
starring! The annual
production of the Thalo Pageant,
"S.

Boyton"

"The Holy Grail"

WELCOME
-=.'>TOW

very fine. It
brings the true Christmas spirit into
the hearts of

is

j

UPLi|N[UND.

all.

Dec. 18

The chorus presents the Christmas
Cantata, "Noel."
Dec. 19
Girls enjoy Christmas party.

Dec. 20

Much

excitement;

packing

and

adieu.

Dec. 21-Jan. 4
Jan. 4

Nearly everyone
Classes resume.
back some feel happy, others tired
and blue.

is

;

Jan. 7

The last of the class B. B. games,
resulting in victory for the Sophomore men and Junior women.
Jan. 11

The

first

practice

recital

of

the

Music School.
Jan. 14

Buzz-Buzz

— People

and more peo-

ple on my campus. The Grant County B. B. Tournament is held here.

Jan. 20

The

first recital

by the Stuart

of the year, given

sisters.

On the lookout. I am master of all I survey. Chamiing.
What seems to be the trouble? Daddie. Hard wheeling.
On with the parade. The sponsor. Signs of the times.
What a stack!
Our castle. Do you believe in signs?
Weeping Willows
"Pals." Will you pay that rent now?
weep for me.
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Jan. 21

Freshmen enjoy

party.

Reports of

a good time.
Jan. 25-26

People and more people.
The
Grant County Corn Show is held in
Climaxed with a
the Maytag Gym.
huge banquet. No classes on Thursday afternoon. I like corn shows
Jan. 27

The

first

game

A

of the Philo-Thalo

Thalo girls,
but over-whelming victory for Thalo
B. B. series.

loss for

men.
Feb. 3

Volunteer Rally Day. A delightful
Indian Tea is held in parlors.
Feb. 4

Another game of the B. B. series
resulting in victory for the Thalos.
Much elation on the part of the
Thalos.
Thalo girls appear in new
suits.

Feb. 9-13

Too

cold for anything to happen.

Feb. 15

The parlors had midnight

who

Now

visitors

decided to change things a bit.
who did it? Ghosts, perhaps.

Feb. 17

Miss Dare served a delicious February dinner. We realize all notables
are born in Feb. Prof. Hansen of Indianapolis is presented in an organ
An
recital by the Literary Societies.
evening of supreme enjoyment.
Feb. 18

Another game of the B.
men win series.

B. series.

Thalo

Feb. 23
"Awful." Clean-up time. In the bleachers. Nice elephant.
The heads of the Biology Department. Naughty. Aren't
they cute ? Snowbound. Remember this ?
Out for a
stroll.
Paging Mackensie. A message from India. Green
apples caused this. Any cleaning or pressing?
Oh! that
I were an ass!
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Much
seem

late work.
The
to be unusually busy.

Juniors

Feb. 24
is

"The Hunch-Back of Notre Dame"
shown to a large audience.

Feb. 25
The big event
Banquet is held

—The
in

Junior-Senior

Marion at the

Spencer Hotel. The debaters return
from Manchester College and report
a good time.

Mar. 4-7
Another

inter-collegiate

Earlham

Anderson.

vs.

debate.

Mar. 9-10

Amid much groaning and sighing
the exams are staged. What an enUndoubttertainment they furnish
edly our Professors learn many new
!

things.

Mar. 10-15
Vacation days again. Many of my
young folk leave. Those remaining
are enjoying themselves immensely.
Mar. 15
Registration for Spring term. One
is a little money in
evidence.

day when there
Mar. 17
Pat's

St.

birthday.

How

green

things are.

Mar. 24
President and Mrs. Stuart celebrate their twenty-fifth wedding anniversary.
Marvin comes home for
the event.

Mar. 31
Dorothy Matthews appears in Organ Recital, assisted by the T. U.
male quartette.
Apr.

1

Many unnecessary moves on

everybody's part. All school April Fool's
party in Gym.

Apr. 7
Miss Roberta Bennett appears in
an organ recital, assisted by Miss
Caroline Vandervort, pianist.

Apr. 10-15

A

series of meetings

is

held with

Dr. Cottingham as speaker.

Apr. 14

The Chorus presents the Cantata,
"Olivet to Calvary."

Commencement time

again.

Seniors

prepare

to

leave.

The big parade. Track stars.
Give me your attention. But we're one. All aboard for
Hartford City. Roy Laverne. March winds. Oh, what
What a game! We farmer
Griffiths in the lead.
fun!
Sweet mystery of

girls.

Let's have

life.

seme pop

corn.

"Big Shots" on parade.
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Apr. 16
Easter! What a beautiful time it
is
The Sophs serve a fine breakfast.
!

Apr. 21
Literary

new and

Program

—

Something

Thalos present
"The Topics of the Day."
different.

Apr. 22

The Mnankas and Soangetahas

en-

joy a joint banquet at Hartford City.

Apr. 27

—

Caps and gowns in evidence SenComing-out day. Juniors present

ior

Seniors with composite
the class in chapel.

picture

of

Apr. 28
The Music School presents Robert
Jacobs in a Piano Recital, assisted by
Miss Ardath Kletzing, Reader.

May

2

Bishop Taylor's Birthday.
Volunteers commemorate the
with a fitting program.

May

The
day

5

Dr. Ira Berry gives an illustrated
lecture on the Oberammergau Passion Play.

May

6

their annual
banquet at Dr. Stuart's residence.

The Eurekans have

May

9

The annual appearance of Father
Time at the bonfire. Freshmen bewail the loss of their dear green caps.

May

10

Move-up day in Chapel. Everyone
looks uneasy and out of place in his

new

seat.

June 1-2
More term exams.
long time.

What

The

last for

a

a relief

June 4
on the rocks. Going my way?
Nice slide. Make hay while the sun shines. Kidder displays his skill. Looking East. Big game hunters. Thanks
for the buggy ride.
S. P.'s must not be in order.
The
music box.
What! No driver?
What will you have?
Talking things over. A capacity crowd. Restful hours.
Come and get it.
Pi oof that ths

Gem

Staff
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is

Baccalaureate Services.

Soon we

shall all be parted.

June 5
arriving.
Much excitefun. Some sadness on the
part of Seniors.

Visitors

ment and

JOKES
Housewife:

If

you love work,

why don't you find it?
Tramp Alas, lady, love
:

is blind.

Roy Smith, walking interestedly
into a soldier who was digging a
Digging a trench,

hole:

my

good

man?
:

Frozen River Cuts City's Milk
Supply
Coldiron to any girl By logic
can prove that you love me.
I love you
AM the world loves a lover
:

Therefore

You

I

am

a lover
all the world loves
are all the world to me

I

me

Therefore you love me.

Helen Walhof (having received
a beautful set of mink skins from
Lyle)
What I don't see is how
such wonderful furs can come
from such a low, sneaking, little
:

beast.

Lyle:

I

dear, but

I

don't ask

for

really insist

Marg. Kleinef eld
tell

:

to burn.

Ralph Cripe: Yes,
looking for a match.
Dr. Ayres:

work

I

hear she's

How many

students

your department?
Miss Dare About half.
in

:

Cubbison (now in the army)
No, I'm digging a grave. One of
our rookies just passed away. We
were on the rifle range and the
Captain told us to hold our breath
while pulling the trigger on the
rifle.
This lads rifle was old and
rusty, and the trigger stuck, and
there you have it.

But

Witner They say Lois Pugh has

money

:

thanks,

on respect.

How

can one

the imitation pearls from the

Griffiths:

By your

:

Salesman Ah, madam, you do
not tell you just keep it to your:

I

call

you

name,

if

you

Talking of hens

re-

last

wish.

Wiskeman

:

minds me of an old hen my uncle
had once.
She would hatch out
anything from a tennis ball to a
lemon. Why, one clay she sat on a
piece of ice and hatched out two
quarts of hot water.
Stokes That doesn't come up to
the club-footed hen my mother
once had. They had been feeding
her by mistake on sawdust instead
Well, sir, she laid
of oatmeal.
twelve eggs and sat on them, and
when they hatched eleven of the
chickens had wooden legs and the
twelfth was a woodpecker.
:

Rice

Are you good

:

at

am very particular
way my hair is cut.

work?

I

the
Christler

your
about

Well, I'm reckoned
fairly decent, but if you like I'll do
one side of your head first so that
you can see for yourself.
:

Prof.
Furbay: What animal
makes the nearest approach to

Findley

:

The

cootie.

Titus German is not so
a language as a gargle.

much

of

Why

Prof. Cornwell
do you say
he's financially embarrassed?
Redinger: He's so shy in his
:

self.
:

May

name?

first

man?

real ones?

—

Harry
by your
Grace

payments.
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Griswold
vise

me

Where would you

:

go

to

lessons?
Prof. Steucke

populated

adsinging

take

to

Oh, to any thinly

:

a girl over the telephone in

How

of you, dear.
Isabel Oh, Don,

unworthy

I

if

:

you

and

father only agreed on everything
the way you do on that, how happy
be."

Clifton I hear there is a question as to the validity of the marriage you performed the other day.
:

Harry Jones

my

:

Yes,

when
Howard Witner

don't you
look at you?

I

I

:

ain't

no

clock.

Louise Cline: Your sister sings
with a lot of feeling.
Lois Coby Well, I hope she isn't
feeling as bad as it sounds.
:

Clerk: We can't pay you the
twenty-five dollars on this money
order until you are identified.
John English: That's tough.
There's only one man in town who
can identify me and I owe him
twenty.

John McCreery

:

Don't

charge

Remember
so much for the coat.
the cheaper it is, the less I shall
owe you.

I

hadn't paid

dues to the union.

Helen Gilmore

Why

Frances Grace:
stop talking

my

home town.

am

we would

:

:

:

district.

Don Kenyon

Lyle Case Have you ever done
any public speaking?
Ivan Hodges I once proposed to

I'm so worried
me to put that
piece of wedding cake under my
pillow and I'd dream of my future
husband.
Eliza: Yes, did it work?
Helen That's what worries me.
I dreamed
of the Seventy-first
regiment.

You know you

:

told

:

Ty

:

must look

I

You

Clara
directory?
:

mean

Ty No, my bank
:

Ardath

in the

book to

we can go on our

see where
cation.

:

va-

a

resort

is

Phil's

book.

Tomorrow

birthday.

Athalia Are you going to give
him anything?
Ardath Yes, a good strong hint.
:

:

Boots Did he propose in flowery
language?
Flora: He started to, but I nipped it in the bud.
:

Cookingham

my

:

joke?
Louise: I hope

Have you heard

last

so.

Charles Stuart: My father must
have been up to all sorts of mischief when he was a boy.

Sneary

Why ?

:

Charles He knows exactly what
questions to ask me when he wants
to know what I've been doing.
:
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Manley, after waiting in a confectionery store for about ten minutes grew grossly impatient at the
lack of service. Finally he rapped
sharply on the counter. "Here,
young lady," he called, "who waits
on the nuts?"

Arthur Goldenbogen was pretty
sick and the doctor gave him a box
of four pills to take before meals.
When asked how he was feeling he
It must be
said, "Not so good.

that the cover hasn't come off the

box yet."

:

"Who are those two men hanging around the harem?" inquired
the sultan.
"I understand that one is a former beau

of your latest favorite
and the other seems to be playing
second fiddle to him," replied the
chief eunich.
"Hum," mused his majesty,
"well, just tell the captain of the
guard to hang up the fiddle and the

Freddie, what's the matyour eyes?
Vosburg: I have granulated lids.
York How did it happen.
Vosburg Some waitress threw a
sugar bowl at me.
:

:

:

Ralph Long What would you do
some one ran off with your girl?
Paul Yingling: I would cut his
:

if

acquaintance.
Long That's what
cut him deep.
:

beau."

Alvord

York

ter with

One

:

finds

it

difficult in

these times to dress as one ought."

Winters Oh, I don't know. I
have a suit of clothes for every day
in the week.
Alvord: Really?
Winters Yes, this is it.
:

:

taking Civil Service
examination A dead letter is one
that has died at its post.
Miss Cline Who was it who said,
'I have come to bury Caesar, not to
praise him?'
Coldiron,

must

and

I

:

:

Why

Miss Cline:

do

they

call

this free verse?

:

:

did,

Isadora Deich (on her first visit
For what
a western ranch)
purpose do you use that coil of line
on your saddle?
Cowpuncher That line, we use
for catching cattle and horses.
Isadora: Oh, indeed, now may I
ask, what do you use for bait?
to

:

It
Gordon Herrmann
have been the undertaker.

I

Miss Cormican You would know
you tried to sell any.
:

if

Paul Johnson

:

I

played Hamlet

once.

Ralph Lewis Did you have much
:

Esta Herrmann Is it true that
a person feels younger as he goes
:

West?
Alice Jensen

Paul

About

:

six miles.

Dorothy Matthews (leaving for
:

I

know

a girl

who

went to California and every time
she would stop on the way out
there she would write a card back
saying that she felt ten years
younger. The last time we heard
she had died of infantile paralysis.
Joe Gates was preaching the
funeral sermon of an executed
man after telling all of the merits
of this particular person he said
"This man did not suffer long by
sickness, he died immediately, some
one pressed a button and summerized him.
;

of a run?

school)
Good-bye, dad; I'll write
before the week is over.
Her father Good gracious, Dorothy, you must make that check
last longer than that."
:

:

Kruschwitz

May

street,

(to

an old lady)

:

accompany you across the

I

madam?

Old Lady Certainly, sonny. How
long have you been waiting for
somebody to take you across?
:

Furbay What is the highform of animal life?
Miss Emmert The giraffe
Prof.

:

est

:

!
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Gertrude Trickett: While I appreciate the honor of your proposal
of marriage, circumstances beyond
my control compel me to decline.
Wesley: What are those cir-

cumstances?
Gertrude Yours.

What

:

there to
that
opinion

the

substantiate

:

me away

is

Shakespeare was a prophet?
Bill McClelland: He was fore-

Dean Howard
a

home brew when

telling the era of

he wrote the recipe for Witches'

Broth

in

Macbeth.

Persons

you

are

getting out of your car?
Wiggins
About four
every mile.

Do you know
Frances Pelley
I can get a dog blown up?
Pete What in the world do you
want to blow a dog up for?
Frances: I just bought one and
:

:

the man said I should take
for air every morning.

it

Do you know

out

that

when Joe came out here the first
time he missed every town on the
way out?
Owen Why didn't he get a road
:

map?
Olive He did, but the flies were
so bad they got the towns all
mixed up.
:

Phil, to

my
on

life

my

Ardath

:

"Honey,

I

know

has been a fast one, but I'm
now."

last lap

Park Who were you waiting for
on Main street in Marion yesterday?
Brunner Two women the one
w ho owned the car in front of me
and the one who owned the car
back of me. They had me so I
:

:

T

couldn't get out.
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:

two?
Jim Bigamy.
Dean Howard: Only one?
Jim That must be monotony.

;

Lawyer, to Abbey Do you realize, sir, that what you propose to
do is against the criminal law?
Abbey: Certainly; what do you
suppose I came to consult you for?
:

where

:

when

is it

has three wives?
Jim Davis: Polygamy.
Dean Howard If he has onlv

:

times

:

Olive Severn

What

:

man

•

How much

:

last night.

Dennis: How's that?
Buck When Elsa asked you if
you wanted some corn your passed
your glass.
:

:

Miss Cline

Dennis: I sure enjoyed the dinner I had at your house last night.
Buck I'm glad you did, but be
careful next time, you almost gave

Irene Allen I've brought this book
back. Mother told me it wasn't fit
for a young girl like me to read.
:

your

Book Dealer: I think
mother must be mistaken.
Irene: Oh, no, she isn't
it

I

read

to find out.

Ray Brechbill: That new girl
doesn't seem to be very intelligent.
Stu: No, she didn't pay any attention to me either.
making arrangements
Bade,
with Wiggin to drive a party of
friends to Marion How many will
your car hold?
Wiggins Six as a rule, but eight
if they are well acquainted.
:

:

Prof. Bramlett: What is a moratorium?
Soup: I don't know exactly, but
one of these here
I think it is
places where you bury people when

they are dead.

Doctor

windows

:

Did you open both the
your bedroom last
told you to?

in

Olive

Tatem

took seven

It

:

sit-

tings.

night as I
Chappell Well, doctor, I just
have one window in my room so I

Ruth Tabberer You mean you
have had your portrait painted?
Olive: No, I've been learning to

opened

skate.

:

it

twice.

Eugene

had been
reading an article in a magazine
telling about the death rate and he
was much impressed. Turning to
Cleo Speake he remarked Do you
know, every time I breath a person
Pittman

:

dies?
Cleo sniffed and replied Why
don't you take something for it?
:

Harrison Dawes Next to a beauwhat do you consider the
most interesting thing in the
:

tiful girl

world.

Whenever I'm
Glenn Phipps
next to a beautiful girl I never
bother about statistics.

:

Mrs. Stuart
tell

:

What

did the editor

you when you submitted your

poem

to him.
Elizabeth
He said he couldn't
print it because he was out of
poetry type.
:

Doctor Don't be so despondent,
dear young lady, you'll soon
pull through.
Rowena Walker
Oh, it isn't
that Doctor, but just think of the
money I've spent on apples to keep
you away.
:

my

:

:

You say Lorena
Ilene Niebel
Porter was made wealthy through
a sudden upturn in oil? What oil
:

buy?
Miriam Pugh She didn't buy
any stock. A rich old aunt tried
to start a fire with a can of it and
it went up.
did she

:

John Betzold Why is a policeman like a broken chair?
DeWitt Fowler: You'll have to
:

tell

Miss Dare (to waitress) So
Sears has found something fresh
to complain about this morning?
Waitress No, madam, it's the
:

:

eggs.

Bob Jacobs By the simple movement of the hand that man puts
thousands of employees to work
:

and as easily dismisses them.
Walter Martin What is he pres:

ident or superintendent?
Bob Neither, he blows the factory whistle.
:

Karl Keith

me.

John Because both will pinch
you if you don't park right.
:

Bob Weaver

the

wrong

now, eh?
Nelson

ness.

was

me

:

:

I'm afraid you're in

Paul Lewis: You don't need to
be afraid. That is, unless you are
thinking of making me move.

That fellow just
that if I would smoke
1,000 of his cigars I would get a
piano, but I told him by that time
I would need a harp.
Stan Boughton: How's that?
Bob Oh, it would be so much
easier to carry around in my busitold

:

seat, old fellow.

Nelson Bastian
I
hear that
Evelyn Shaw crashed the gates at
Hollywood.
:

Howard Fox

:

On

the

screen

No, in the hospital
just learning to drive.
:

—she
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STUDENT DIRECTORY
Seniors
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Anderson, Violet
Bailey,

Ray

Davis, James

.

104 Court

Fox, Richard
Fritts,

Wallace

Fruth, H. R.
Griffiths,

-

-

Harry

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Jones, Lucille
Kleinefeld,

Margery

Mabel

Roy

L.

Tyler,

Nathan

Vosburg, Frederick
Weston, Stuart
Winters, Earl
Yingling, Marjorie

St.,

Erie, Pa.

Fostoria, Ohio

111.

Brownton, Minnesota
Montour, Idaho

-

-

Espeyville, Pa.

-

Turtle Lake, N. Dakota

2017 Arthur Ave., Lakewood, Ohio
Erin,

New York

Converse,

Indiana

Bareilly, U. P., India

Stuart, Elizabeth

Tatem, Olive
Tennant, Wilson
Thomas, Chester

6,

High

E.

Smoyer, Charles
Speake, Cleophas

Summers, Arlene
Tabberer, Ruth

27th

6010 Neva Ave., Chicago,

Pngh, Lois
Ross, Esther
Schlafmann, George
Severn, Joe
Smith,

New York

St.,
Fostoria, Ohio
Cedar Springs, Mich.
Thamesford, Ontario, Canada
Rockland, Wis.
5457 \y. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

Kletzing, Ardath
Kreie,

W.

R. F. D. No.

-

115

Griswold, Kenneth

Hedley, Grace

1125

-

-

-

Valley,

Donovan, 111.
West Milton, Ohio
Port Monmouth, N. J.

-

-

-

-

Grantham, Pa.

.

St., Little

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Emmert, Margaret
Engle, William

Plymouth, Iowa

.

N. Western, Ave., Marion, Indiana
923 Winslow Ave., New Castle, Pa.

90,3

Boughton, Stanley
Brechbill,

.

.

Warren

-

R. R. No.

----------------------------

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Upland, Indiana
Lansing, Mich.

4,

Freeport, Mich.
Conn.

Eastford,

Upland, Ind.
Malvern, Pa.
R. F. D. No. 3, Oneida, N. Y.
626 N. Co. Line St., Fostoria, Ohio
465 Ella St., Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Greens Fork, Indiana
731 Washington St., Traverse City, Mich.

Tuniors
Anderson, Park
Bade, Paul
Baldwin, Helen
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Plymouth, Iowa
417

Homan

Ave., Huron, Ohio

Nome, Alaska

Bennett, Roberta
Boyd, Herbert
Brown, Winifred
Brunner, Lester
Case, Lyle
Clifton, Charles
Coldiron, Bernard
Cubbison, R. Craig
Davis, Ella

18

Brewer

Place, Westfield,

Twin
R. R. No.

805

W

Ellendale, N. Dak.

Liberty, Indiana
64

English, John

Furbay, Mary
J.

B.

-

-

Gilmore, Helen
Gould, Eliza

Herman, Mina
Hodges, Ivan
Hogan, Helen
Horine, Donnis
Howard, Arthur

Harry

Kenyon, Donald
Koch, Athalia
Lewis, Harold Paul
Longnecker, Louise
Lovin, Alice

Martin, Walter

McCreery, John
Niebel, Ilene

Olson, Heddie

Pugh, Miriam
Sallaz, Matilda
Schermerhorn, William
Schilling,

Marvin

Scott, Frances

Shields,

West Main

Marlboro, Mass.
Hubbardston, Mich.
1628 Ohio Ave., Flint, Mich.
Mount Gilead, Ohio
1508 N. "A" St. Elwood, Indiana
St.,

Emmie

Gilbert, Isabel

Jones,

Owen

Smith, Benjamin
Titus, Robert

Walker, Rowena

Wesche, Percival
Wilson, Doris

Wiskeman, John

Wis.

Locust St., Middletown, Indiana
710 Madison Ave., Akron, Ohio
R. F. D. No. 5, Emlenton, Pa.

Mae

Dennis, Robert
Drake, Oliver

Gates,

Bluffs,

Columbia City, Ind.
Upland, Indiana

6,

Deich, Isadora

Gayden,

New York

Pulaski, Pa.

Chester,

S.

Car.

Waldron, Mich.
604 S. Washington St., Lebanon, Mo.
Savona, N. Y.
525 E. Main St., Owosso, Mich.
1600 29th

South, St. Petersburg, Fla.

St.

2912 Poplar St., Erie Pa.
Elwood, Indiana
Upland, Indiana
Upland, Indiana
307 Catherine Ave., So. Brownsville, Pa.
Brillion, Wis.
606 W. Kickapoo St., Hartford City, Ind.
602 E. 11th St., Newton, Iowa
Upland, Indiana
622 S. Market St., Elizabethtown, Pa.
Gaston, Indiana
722 Main St., Dunkirk, N. Y.
109-70 205th St., Hollis, L. I., N. Y.
3500 Westfield Ave., Camden, N. J.
Upland, Indiana
R. F. D. No.

2,

Box
308

78, Centreville,

St.

607 Harrison

Paul

St.,

R. F. D. No.

St., Kiel,

Mich.

Wis.

Alexandria, Ind.
3,

Brookville, Pa.

Viroqua, Wis.
Spartansiburg, Pa.

Keystone, Ind.
1015 8th Ave. W., Ashland, Wis.
Plains,

Kansas

310 Euclid Ave., Dravosburg, Pa.
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Sophomores
Abbey, Derward

109

W. Pulteney

St.,

Wayne

Allee,

Bastian, Nelson
Bell,

Wis.
Rittman, Ohio

Bishop, Blaine

Scircleville,

Brewington, Joseph

May

Campbell, Clarence
Christler, Russell

Coby, Ruth
Cripe, Ralph

Crippen, Goldie

Crombie, Clive

Dawes, Harrison
Findley, Ralph
Fowler, DeWitt
Fox,

St. S.

Clinton,

172 Prospect Ave.,

Hamburg, New York
Upland, Indiana

Herrmann, Gordon

440 Lafayette Ave., Clifton, Cinn., O.
316 8th St., Logansport, Indiana

Jacobs, Robert

316 8th

Jacobs, Russell

Pelley, Frances

Logansport, Indiana

St.,

Summitville, Indiana

510 Haus Ave.,

R. F. D. No.

703 S. Washington
-

Stuart, Charles
Tennant, Irene

Tooley, Almedia

Walhof, Helen
Weaver, Robert
York, Lauren
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Tipton, Indiana

Kokomo, Indiana

584 Maple Ave., Elmira, N. Y.
7445 Park Ave., Merchantville, N. J.
2, Elmore, Ohio
Collingswood, N. J.

R. F. D. No.

1215 Walnut

907

St.,

S.

W.

Union

St.,

St.

Kokomo,

Ind.

Charles, Minn.

McGraw, N. Y.

Thomas

Smith, Martha

1,

St.,

Pittman, Eugene
Severn, Olive

Castle, Pa.

St.,

Persons, Milton
Sears,

New

Wyandotte, Mich.
Marine City, Mich.
606 W. Kickapoo St., Hartford City, Indiana
109 Jennings St., Corning, N. Y.
449 Spruce

Matthews, Dorothy
McClelland, William R.
Miller, Clarence
Pascoe, Peter

New York

Westford, Pa.

Howard

Johnson, Paul
Joshua, Ruth
Kendall, Evelyn
Kruschwitz, Verlin
Lewis, Mary
Lewis, Ralph
Lockridge, Crystal
Long, Ralph

Ind.

W., Cedar Rapids, Iowa
R. No. 5, Box No. 2, Clinton, N. C.
Boswell, Indiana
Box 174, Hartford City, Ind.
R. F. D. No. 1, Vineland, New Jersey
Middlebury, Indiana
R. F. D. No. 1, Union City, Indiana
209 S. West St., Alexandria, Indiana
Twelve Mile, Indiana
310 Hasley St., Brooklyn, New York

1024 9th

Bright, Esther

Brothers,

Kansas

Brillion,

Mollie

Boyle, Flora

Corning, N. Y.

Wichita,

Boonville, N. Y.

2017 Arthur Ave., Lakewood, Ohio
Hagerstown, Indiana
Upland, Indiana
Upland, Indiana
Plainville, Indiana

Rock Valley, Iowa
2, Delaware, Ohio
Mooers, New York

R. F. D. No.

Freshmen
Fowler, Michigan

Allen, Irene

Alvord, Robert
Ayres, Herbert

Baker, Hubert
Beckrink, Virginia
Betzold, John
Bickel, Bernice

Bowman, Reva
Bowman, Russell
Bramlett, Kenneth
Bratschi, Virginia

Brothers, Joseph
Carlin,

Lynn
Van Ness

56 Hamlin

Gwen
Drake, Ada
Davies,

16

Audubon

72 Cypress

St.,

Henton, Maxine
Herrmann, Esta
Irwin, Mildred
Jensen, Alice
Kellar,

Margaret

Ladd, Cedric
Manley, George
Miller, Phillip
Phillips,

Frances

Porter, Lorena
Rice, Karl

Ripley,

Herman

Shaffer, Eleanor

Shaw, Evelyn
Sneary, Benton
Stansberry, Lillian
Stokes, Kenneth

Tennant, Worth

Thomas, Wesley

New York

Hartford City, Indiana

Floral Park, L.

I.,

New York

Kendrick, Florida
R. F. D. No. 2, Parker, Indiana
-

-

R. F. D. No.

302

1,

W. Walnut

Union City, Indiana
Kalamazoo, Mich.

St.,

Upland, Indiana
112

W. Oakland

Ave., Columbus, Ohio

Upland, Indiana
108 N.

West

Ave., Angola, Indiana

Hubbardston, Michigan
Kinzua, Pa.
Summitville, Indiana

Carmen
Evans, Mary

Grile, Virgie

Rochester,

St.,

P. O. Box, 174,

English,

Gegan, Ruth
Grace, Frances

New York

Taylor University, Upland, Indiana
Tifton, Georgia
223 Buffalo St., Jamestown, New York
1022 Collings Ave., West Collingswood, New Jersey
Upland, Indiana
R. F. D. No. 1, Andrews, Indiana
R. F. D. No. 1, Andrews, Indiana
Taylor University, Upland, Indiana

Chappell,

Cline, Louise
Coby, Lois
Cole, Richard
Cormican, Lucy
Cramer, M. Ward
Curry, Martha

Cortland,

St.,

Perkasie, Pa.

2286 6th

St., S.

W., Akron, Ohio
Upland, Indiana
Delton, Michigan

440 Lafayette Ave., Clifton., Cinn., Ohio
R. F. D. No. 1, Upland, Indiana
DeSoto, Indiana
Upland, Indiana
Upland, Indiana

Hartwick, New York
Upland, Indiana
Trinway, Ohio
Winter Haven, Florida
Boscobel, Wisconsin
216 S. Water St., Uhrichsville, Ohio
Energy, Pa.
8216 Dexter Blvd., Detroit, Mich.
Rossburg, Ohio
- R. R. No. 6, Wabash, Indiana
2428 E. 86th St., Cleveland, Ohio
Upland, Indiana
7301 S. Aberdeen St., Chicago, 111.
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Trickett, Gertrude

White, Marjorie
Wick, Arthur
Wiggins, Charles
Witner, Howard
Yingling, Paul

276 Church

St.,

Canton, Pa.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Albion, 111.
160 Lawnside Ave., Collingswood, N. J.
2183 5th St., S. W., Akron, Ohio

633 S. Main

St.,

Kokomo, Indiana

Specials
Boutelle,

Ruth

6125 Simpson Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Bluffton, Indiana
Upland, Indiana
Upland, Indiana

Buckner, Mason
Bush, Charles Wesley
Case, Mrs. Ida
Cookingham, Charles
Goldenbogen, Arthur
Irwin, Everett

Ontario, Indiana

New

Keith, Karl

Kidder, Loren

McCarty, Mary
Phipps, Glenn
Poorman, Kathryn
Redinger, Harold
Schinbeckler,

Haven, Mich.
Upland, Indiana
Upland, Indiana
Upland, Indiana
Upland, Indiana
Wesley, Pa.
Upland, Indiana
93i>d St., DuBois, Pa.
Columbia City, Indiana
Upland, Indiana

R. F. D. No.

Harmon

R. F. D. No.

5,

Thurman, Harold
Vanderlan, Clara
Vandervort, Caroline
White, Ida

-

-

-

-

1,

Kirkland,

New York

Laceyville, Pa.

Mission Girls' School, Hardoe, U.

P.,

India

State Groups
Michigan
Minnesota

Alaska

1

Canada

1

Connecticut
Florida

1

3

Missouri
New Jersey

Georgia
Idaho

1

New York

1

Illinois

6

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Wisconsin -

India

2

Indiana

79

Iowa
Kansas

5

Massachusetts

1

2

2
3
_._

6

22

.

Total
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17

1

2
L

22
23
1

8

210

